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ABSTRACT
HOW TO MOVE A TYPICAL HIGH SCHOOL TO ONE
OFFERING CONSUMER CHOICE: AN ANALYSIS
OF SELECTED SUCCESSES AND FAILURE
(April 1976)
Ralph Emerson McLean, B.A., Bates College
M. A
.
,
University of Maine
D. Ed.
,
University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. Harvey Scribner
American schools today remain virtually unchanged
since the turn of the century. There is a need for change,
and more involvement by parents and pupils in the process
of education. Consumer choices, a series of educational
options and alternatives, provides a vehicle for changing
schools and permitting learners to control the direction
of their education.
The study is based on the hypothesis that a proper
analysis of the successes and failures experienced by
schools with choice programs, should provide some indicators
for those schools attempting to implement choices. The
analysis is provided through a format of seven questions
pertaining to choice programs experienced by such schools.
Schools chosen for study possessed the following
similarities: all offered secondary level programs, all were
vi
public in operation, all had classes of variable sizes,
all had grades nine through twelve, all offered seven or
more consumer choice offerings for graduation credit and
all had operated for two academic years. Two of the
schools successfully developed and maintained choice
innovations, whereas the other schools failed to sustain or
further develop choice, innovations. The data collection
procedures utilized in the study were comprised of such
instruments and activities as: pupil response forms, staff
response forms and structured interview questions. Personal
observations also played a vital role in the study.
The findings indicated that the idea of consumer
choice programs came largely from readings, visits to
innovative schools, workshops and the local superintendent.
Appointed committees representing both teachers and parents
assisted in preparing the schools for change through study
groups, in-service workshops, consultants and visitations
to other sites. Teachers and parents experienced difficulty
with regard to role changes and conflicts with existing
conventional programs. The community was made aware of
change efforts by means of public meetings and the news
media. Teachers felt the programs better met pupils' needs.
According to students, involvement in decision-making
concerning their own education and exploration of new areas
were perceived to be the greatest attributes of the
choice
programs
.
Vll
Through the cooperative action of school boards,
superintendents, teachers and some parents, programs
based on the concept of consumer choices were developed and
implemented by the studied schools after periods of intensive
planning
.
The series of indicators for change were: (1)
recognizing a need to change; (2) establishing planning
9^oups; (3) studying available options; (4) selecting new
programs; (5) adopting the programs; (6) implementing the
programs; and (7) evaluating the programs.
Resulting from the study, it is the investigator's
opinion that to move a school toward consumer choices
requires: (1) total commitment by school board and
superintendent for change; (2) careful selection of the
director and members of the planning group; (3) financial
and material support for planning committee; (4) studying
many options for new programs; (5) public involvement in
planning; (6) careful integration of the new programs with
traditional ones; (7) workshops for teachers and the public
to prepare for change; (8) continuous evaluation of and
adjustments to the new programs; and (9) periodic public
progress reports.
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CHAPTER I
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY
Introduction
Based on the continuous criticisms of our schools, it
could be assumed that many American schools are not meeting
the needs of all learners in our fast changing technological
society. Modern education is perceived by some as a routine
process virtually unchanged since the turn of the century.
Mario Fantini and Milton Young, in Designing Education for
Tomorrow's Cities
,
warn Americans that:
"...although the United States is well into a
technological revolution far greater than the industrial
revolution which preceded it, its education systems
are still mired in conformity and bureaucracy. Schools
are failing to educate one-third of their students and
to develop the potential of most of the others.
Yet public schools have been mainly lethargic, noncommittal
and unresponsive to attempts to reform them, according to
Ronald and Beatrice Gross in Radical School Reform .
Some public school districts have taken on the
characteristics of entrenched professional monopolies,
offering a bland diet of educational sameness to learners.
Professionals, not pupils or parents decide the offerings,
direction and conduct of what constitutes becoming educated
^Mario Fantini and Milton Young, Design ing Education
for Tomorrow's Cities (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston
1970)
,
p. ix.
2Paul Goodman claims schools have become, "petty-bourgeois,
bureaucratic, time-serving, grade-grinding, impractical,
nouveau riche climbing, 1, and no longer dispense
the middle class virtues of "independence, initiative,
scrupulous honesty, earnestness, utility and respect for
authority through scholarship."
2
A landslide of books which decry the disaster of
American schooling litter bookshelves nationwide with
portentous titles such as: Quackery in the Public Schools
,
written by Albert Lynd, who feels that "the children were
not getting the same quality of education as received by
3their parents." Arthur Qestor, in Educational Wastelands
,
states that "Businessmen are dismayed at the deficiencies in
reading, writing, arithmetic, and general knowledge displayed
4by the high school and college graduates they employ.'
Rudolph Flesch began his best seller, Why Johnny Can't
Read
,
with an open letter to Johnny's mother saying, "I think
the teaching of reading is too important to be left to the
educators .
"
D John Holt's How Children Fail claimed that
"schools should be a place where children learn what they
2Paul Goodman, Compulsory Mis-Education (New York:
Horizon Press, 1964)
,
p. 27.
^Albert Lynd, Quackery in the Public Schools (New York:
Grosset and Dunlap, 1950), p. 184.
^Arthur Bestor, Educational Wastelands (Urbana, Illinois
University of Illinois, 1953) , p. 4.
5Rudolph Flesch, Why Johnny Can't Read and What You__Can
Do About It (New York: Harper and Row, 1955) , p. 2.
3£
ought to know." Death at an Early Age brought to the
nation's attention the plight of the black child in the
Brahmin schools of Boston. These schools, according to
Jonathan Kozol, were heavily segregated and they were places
where the school system kept its unteachables out of sight
7and turned them into untouchables.
Charles E. Silberman's Crisis in the Classroom shocks
its readers with the mutilation found in the public schools,
"mutilation of spontaneity, of joy of learning, of pleasure
gin creating, of sense of self."
These provocative books, in turn, helped trigger a
number of reformational studies: the Kettering Foundation
report. The Reform of Secondary Education
,
suggests the
setting of new national goals and the use of alternatives to
traditional education. The Report of the Panel on Youth of
the President's Science Advisory Committee, Youth: Transition
to Adulthood, raises questions about present schooling
serving as a complete environment for preparing students to
become adults and urges the creation of new alternatives for
providing young people an opportunity to make the transition
to adulthood. The National Association of Secondary School
^John Holt, How Children Fail (New York: Dell Publishing
Co.
,
Inc
. ,
1970)
,
p. 216
.
^ Jonathan Kozol, Death at an Early Age (Boston,
Massachusetts: Houghton Mifflin Co. , 1967)
,
p. 48.
8Charles E. Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom (New
York: Random House, 1970), p. 10.
4iric ip3 1 s book
,
Secondary Schools in 5 Changing Society;
This We Believe
,
urges that current school programs be
reviewed and recast in the light of the changing needs of
the society.
A report on a conference sponsored by the Educational
Facilities Laboratories, The Greening of the High School,
concludes that schools are essentially unchanged from the
turn of the century, closely regimenting adolescents' lives,
while outside the school young people are heavily involved
in self-determination and making responsible decisions.
There is a decided need for change and more involvement
of parents as well as learners in the processes of education.
It is time to re-think our ideas concerning education,
schooling and the role of the learner. Habit, tradition
and custom alone will not meet the changing needs of today's
learners. American schools must be made to work effectively
for all children.
Vouchers offer a hope and an opportunity for change;
they can not and will not, however, solve all the educational
*
*
problems. The use of consumer choices, a certificate
redeemable for learning, provides a vehicle for reforming
schools by permitting learners to control the direction of
their educational choices. This investigator feels learners
*A voucher is a certificate issued to parents, from tax
funds, redeemable for educational services purchased at the
discretion of the user.
**The term consumer choices will be substituted in
this thesis for the economic title of vouchers.
5deserve the right to make choices concerning their own
schooling and education. Intelligent choice making is a
prime outcome of effective education and to obtain it, the
learners must be permitted and encouraged to make important
choices which directly concern them.
Consumer choices are also a means to help decentralize
bureaucratic power, create educational options, and make
schools more responsive to the pupils they serve. Schools,
under consumer choices, should provide a supermarket of
hope where learners may shop for desired skills and purchase
various educational needs. The test of consumer choices is
what is offered in the educational marketplace, and the
consumer is the judge.
Historically, pupils or parents dissatisfied with the
inadequacies of the local public schools were faced with only
two alternatives: move to another area or pay private school
tuition. Neither of these are realistic alternatives for
millions of American pupils or parents. No parent or pupil
in America should, knowingly, be subjected to accepting an
obsolete education as required fare for entrance into the
mainstream of society. In view of these demands, the need to
create competing alternatives or options to present public
school programs is obvious.
The success and growth of alternative schools
throughout the nation attest to the fact that pupils and
parents are demanding new options in public education.
The
6March 1973 issue of Phi Delta Kappan lists many alternative
school options for obtaining an education throughout the
nation: open schools, schools without walls, magnet schools,
i-cultural schools, street academies, dropout centers,
schools-within-a-school
,
free schools, ethnic schools,
learning centers and pregnancy-maternity centers.^ This
represents a veritable "something for everyone" approach to
schooling
.
Under a consumer choice system, a free market theory
of education, pupils and parents may simply deprive
unattractive, ineffective and archaic programs of operating
funds by purchasing needed education at schools of their
choice. The use of consumer choices does not depend on
large investments of additional money by taxpayers. Rather,
they are based on a more effective utilization of existing
resources. In addition, they will provide parents with the
opportunity for true multi-faceted participation in high
level decision-making, evaluation of program choices, and
school governance. Learners may select their courses and
teachers, while parents may sit on committees responsible
for recommending the hiring of teachers and principals, and
overseeing the operation of their programs. Schools would
provide parents with understandable data, evaluative
brochures, and personal conferences to acquaint them with
^Donald W. Robinson, "Alternative Schools: Do They
Promise System Reform?," Phi Delta Kapp_a_n 54 (March 1973):
434-435.
7the mechanisms necessary for the proper identification of
their learner's unique needs, aims, skills and learning
styles thereby assisting parents in developing choice-
making abilities. Consumer choices force schools to realize
that in a pluralistic society, with a variety of life styles,
no single curriculum can possibly satisfy the abilities and
aspirations of all learners.
Harold Howe, former United States Commissioner of
Education, indicates that many youngsters will do better
getting a larger proportion of their education outside the
institution we have traditionally called schools. ^ A
consumer choice system makes such options or alternatives
possible on a wide scale by permitting the learner to select
a formal or informal school, a structured or an individualized
curriculum, a demanding or an encouraging atmosphere; thus
making schooling more relevant for all pupils.
The Problem
The one consistent problem which rises above all the
rhetoric from both the supporters and critics of the schools
is that some change is needed in the present educational
process. Two fundamental questions surface to confront those
desiring to implement any type of educational change: (1)
how can one know when a change may be desirable, and (2) what
10Ruth Weinstock, The Greening of the High School
(Dayton, Ohio: I/D/E/A, 1973), p. 21.
8are the barriers to implementing a change in education. The
Rand Educational Policy Study, Change in Education: Insights
from Performance Contracting
,
indicates that the failure of
most change attempts evolves from the ineffective
communication of the series of credible efforts to guide a
new concept towards implementation. 11 Such a process provides
prospective developers of change in schools with a simple
and practical account of the successful and unsuccessful
directions taken by others in the implementation of choice
programs in a typical high school.
Presently, there seem to be no effective structures by
which provocative ideas and models may be plugged into a
school system and successfully developed to the point where
they become real options. In other words, most school
systems are geared for self-preservation, not for self-
renewal or change.
In the years ahead, schools contemplating change must
avoid the costly duplication and mindless blunderings of
attempting change without the knowledge of the successes and
failures experienced by other schools which earlier
experimented with change. If schools are given an increase
in understanding of the process of change, it seems likely
11
P. Carpenter-Huf fman , G. R. Hall, and G. C. Sumner,
Change in Education : Insights from Performance Contracting
TCambridge, Massachusetts: Ballinger Publishing Co., 197.),
p. 165.
9that they may be able to manage educational change somewhat
more skillfully than they have in the past.
The absence of a process for effecting change in
secondary schools would be similar to expecting each surgeon,
in the removal of an appendix, to undergo all of the pre- and
post-operative problems individually with each new operation;
the loss ratio of patients might be extremely high and
probably prove to be too costly.
The implementation of change should be as natural a
professional undertaking as considering a new mathematics
program, and not the nightmare it has become in some schools.
For example: Gary, Indiana and Texarkana, Arkansas had
schools which attempted to change from their traditional
methods of preparing pupils for society to programs based
upon performance contracting. Unfortunately the programs
proved to be unsuccessful: some feel their efforts failed
due to poor planning and administration. Had guidelines been
available for the implementation of this change, failure
might have been avoided.
The absence of any process for effecting successful
change dooms many schools to repeating the failed efforts Oi
others, thereby squelching so many expectant hopes for
change. From such abortive experiences may come a new era
of conservative, "stand pat" educational patterns. If there
are lessons to be learned from failure and success, it is
imperative that these findings be made available to those
10
schools planning programs of change involving choices for
their learners.
Design of Study
This study, descriptive in nature, was undertaken to
assist professionals, other educational agencies and parents
to develop more choice oriented programs within their
high school organizations. It consisted of an analysis of
the hypothesis that the documented successes and failure of
schools adopting choice programs should provide a viable
process or series of indicators to assist those attempting
to implement consumer choice programs. The analysis of the
hypothesis was pursued through the exploration of seven
pertinent questions dealing with consumer choice programs.
These questions are as follows:
1. Where did the idea for a program of choices
come from in the selected schools?
2. How did the selected schools prepare for the
change to choice programs?
3. What were some of the major difficulties
experienced during the change to choice programs?
4. Had the selected school districts been consistent
in applying their commitment to the concept of
choices?
11
5. How did the citizens of the school districts,
involved with choice programs, become aware of
the changes?
6. What were some of the major perceived values of
a choice program as evidenced at the selected
schools?
7. Were there any future plans for change in the
selected schools involved with choice programs?
The study further contained an analysis of the
characteristics pertaining to the implementation of consumer
choice programs. The analysis attempted to ascertain the
nature of schools adopting choices, their student composition,
grade structure, administrative organization and methods of
adoption. It is assumed that increased knowledge of these
factors may provide a better understanding of the whole
process of choice adoption. The case study approach was
used in the study.
A visit was made to each of the selected choice school
sites for the purpose of gathering information concerning
the actual functioning of programs at their local setting.
The selected schools represented three different states,
and provided a national cross-sectional view of consumer
choice adoption rather than a restricted, parochial vision.
The study followed this planning guide to gather
information from the selected schools. This investigator
prepared a structured interview form and pupil and staff
12
response forms to ascertain if the schools followed a
prescribed process from awareness of the need for change
to the adoption of the changes. The developed instruments
recorded the advantages and values of consumer choices,
the complexity of change, the implementation format, the
public awareness of change and any plans for future change.
Three school districts with functioning consumer
choice programs in their high schools were selected. The
schools had operated for at least two years. A telephone
call was made by this investigator to each respective
superintendent to obtain permission to visit the high
school and gather information on their choice programs. A
letter of confirmation followed the call. It requested
permission to distribute questionnaires to pupils and
teachers during the personal visit. Structured interviews,
using an audio tape recorder, were requested with those
people involved in the planning and implementation process
of the change. Confirmation of the two visitation days and
permission to use any published material pertaining lO the
consumer choice programs was also requested in the letter.
Each school was separately studied for the factors or
happenings leading to change. The roles played by pupils,
parents, staff and administrators during the change were
noted by this investigator. The study could suggest
indicators or considerations for moving a typical high
school to one with consumer choices thereby determining
if
13
the hypothesis was substantiated, and if not, to note the
deviations
.
The study included a search of the literature for
research on change adoption of innovations. Also contained
in the study was a substantiation of the necessity to
provide choice programs on the high school level.
Significance of Study
This study was based on the premise that attainment
of improved educational opportunity could be facilitated
if a process or indicators for effecting consumer choice
programs were available for reference. The results and
conclusions of this study could enable those interested in
providing a variety of learning styles in their high school
to be apprised of the patterns of success and failure
discovered by this investigator.
The primary significance of this study is that it
could help to minimize the impact of change within a high
school. It could provide a means to avoid needless
problems in the change process as demonstrated by the
selected schools in the study. Unfortunately, a school
undergoing change is often susceptible to the mildest of
disorders, which may, when in such a fragile state, prove
to be fatal to the success of the entire project.
Educational change is desirable only if it leads to
significant improvement of learning opportunities for the
14
pupils. Educational change is at best a very difficult
venture for most schools.
Limitations of Study
The study was limited to the following selected
schools with functioning consumer choice programs:
A. Successful Choice Programs
1. Quincy Senior High II, Quincy Public
Schools, Quincy, Illinois
2. Marshall-University High School, Southeast
Alternatives, Minneapolis Public Schools,
Minneapolis, Minnesota
B. Choice Program Failures
1. Community High School, Ann Arbor Public
Schools, Ann Arbor, Michigan
2. Earthworks, Ann Arbor Public Schools, Ann
Arbor, Michigan
These were secondary level programs of various sizes, public
in operation and using consumer choice offerings within
the confines of their present schools, grades nine through
twelve. They were selected on the basis of having operated
at least two academic years and offering seven or more
consumer choice programs, with high school credit for
those who complete their programs. One of the major
limitations of this study is the categorization of successful
and unsuccessful schools since this grouping was effected
15
on the basis of this investigator's professional
judgment
.
The findings were obtained through the use of
personal observations, questionnaires from attending pupils
at each of the schools, staff members and selected
community personnel. The interviews were conducted around
a structured plan to discover the origin of the idea and
format of choices.
Definitions of Terms
Several terms used throughout the remainder of this
study deserve special attention. To avoid confusion and
ambiguity, they are defined as follows:
Acceptance - for the purposes of this study, is defined
as the use and approval of an innovation by an
individual or organization.
Consumer choices - for the purposes of this study, is
defined as a variety of learning modes for pupils:
from contracted programs, travel, individual study,
community service to structured learning personally
selected by pupils to satisfy a specific need.
Decision-making - for the purposes of this study, is
defined as a judgment made on the basis of data or
information by an individual. There are two levels
of decision-making.
High level decision-making - for the purposes of this
16
study, is defined as making decisions which directly
effect schools and become long-range plans, policy
or rules.
Low level decision-making - for the purposes of this
study, is defined as making decisions which have
little direct effect on school policy, plans or rules.
Diffusion - for the purposes of this study, is
defined as the process through which a new concept is
accepted over a period of time by adopting units.
Failure - for the purposes of this study, is defined
as referring to the schools which recognized and
admitted that they were unable to sustain the consumer
choice program over a period of several years.
Innovation - for the purposes of this study, is defined
as a major change introduced for the purpose of
improving the quality of education within a school.
It may involve any of the following: a substantial
reorientation on the part of the staff, a
reallocation of resources, or adoption of new practices,
programs or technology.
Management - for the purposes of this study, is defined
as those people involved directly in the operation and
management of schools. There are three levels of
management.
High level management - for the purposes of this
study,
is defined as superintendent, assistant or deputy
17
superintendent, administrative assistants and
coordinators
.
Middle level management - for the purposes of this
study, is defined as supervisors, principals,
assistant principals, department heads and some
teachers
.
Low level management - for the purposes of this
study, is defined as most teachers, aides and
supportive personnel.
Success - for the purposes of this study, is defined
as the ability, over a period of time, for an
educational innovation to survive and be further
developed
.
Organization of the Dissertation
Chapter one includes an overview of the problem, design
and significance of the study and a list of relevant terms
used
.
Chapter two encompasses a review of the literature
and research on the issue of change. This review includes
an introduction; a section dealing with the origins and
early history of consumer choices; a section pertaining to
the origins and early history of performance contracting;
and a review of selected change and adoption theories. The
section concludes with a review of Alum Rock's choice
18
experiment
,
a critique and future plans; and a summary and
conclusions of the literature and research.
Chapter three contains the purpose of the study and
a section on the study population: schools surveyed,
including the procedures and methodology, and concludes with
the instrumentation employed to gather information.
Chapter four includes the analysis of the research
hypothesis and the survey results.
Chapter five contains a description of the study
methodology, a summary of the survey findings, conclusions,
suggestions for moving a school to consumer choices,
speculations by the author, and recommendations for further
research
.
19
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND RESEARCH
Introduction
Selected literature, including related research, is
reported in this chapter. The sources included are those
which pertain to the hypothesis, namely: an in-depth
analysis of the successes and failure of selected schools
that have adopted choice programs should provide a viable
process or series of indicators to assist those in the future
who will be attempting to successfully implement consumer
choice programs.
The chapter presents the origins and early history of
consumer choices, through the use of vouchers, from the
writings of Thomas Paine to Milton Friedman's arguments for
a free educational market, controlled by the choices of the
consumers. In this educational concept that the real power
of free public education lies not in competition, as is
generally supposed, but in the free will of the consumer to
make decisions regarding what he will or will not buy, lies
the core of what schooling can be for American learners. If
allowed to come into play, the real power of the educational
system will dwell in the right of the consumer to seek and
support meaningful programs, rather than in the competition
between types of programs. Performance contracting
provides
20
the consumer with the right, and since it is perceived by
most to have been a stepping stone to choice programs,
accountable to the consumer, it is here traced from its early
beginnings to its brief and perhaps hasty demise as a vehicle
of change.
Selected theories of change and adoption are presented
to direct attention to the plethora of ideas concerning how
to change public schools. In such a new area of education,
with a multiplicity of concepts, it lacks only the detailed
study of successful implementation to be a novel and viable
force for change strategy to educators.
A comprehensive look at the experiment of choices at
Alum Rock, provides a critique of what happened during its
early period and a suggestion of what the future may hold
for choice programs nationally.
The conclusion presents an appraisal of the selected
field of research and literature choices.
Origins and Early History of Consumer Choice
Thomas (Tom) Paine, an American patriot perhaps best
remembered for his inspirational political writings during
the Revolution, seems to have been the first advocate in the
nation to propose that the government distribute surplus ta^
funds to poor parents, thereby giving them economic power
21
in the educational marketplace.^ This economic power would
provide them with a choice in the selection of the type of
education for their children. Such an education would enable
children of the poor to survive and compete in the social and
economic realm of their community. The plan, which was
radical, even for our revolutionary ancestors because it
made novel use of tax funds and provided a new power for
parents and the children of the poor, was never given serious
consideration by the enfranchised populace holding power at
the time. The idea, since its revolutionary inception, has
enjoyed periodic popularity, primarily in the realm of the
economic theorist rather than with the pencil and chalk type
of educator.
Adam Smith, a British economist of the eighteenth
century and a contemporary of Paine, was fearful of the
debilitating influence on humans of the monopolistic power
of the state, especially in education. Smith felt that
parents should be provided with funds by the state to assist
in the education of their children. He also maintained that
such assistance would be returned to the state through the
increased commercial activities resulting from a more
educationally productive citizenry. This degree of parental
control would also prevent the monopolistic sameness Oi
1Thomas Paine, The Rights of Han (New Rochelle, Mew
York: Thonas Paine National Historical Association,
lJ-i)
,
p . 54 .
22
educational preparation probable under the monopolistic
2power of the state.
The idea of providing parents or pupils with the
economic or political means to make choices in the
educational marketplace, emerged again in the middle of the
nineteenth century. Its advocate was the British economist
John Stuart Mill. Concerned with the freedom of each
individual from the control of the state in their lives,
Mill, in his classic work On Liberty
,
wrote:
"The State might leave to parents to obtain the
education where and how they pleased, and content itself
with helping to pay the school fees of the poor classes
of children, and defraying the entire school expenses
of those who have no one else to pay for them. 3"
He felt that education by the state would merely
contrive to mold pupils to be exactly like one another,
favoring instead, that the state system of education be one
among many competing experiments, for the purpose of stimulus
and example, to keep all other means of becoming educated up
to a certain standard of excellence.
No American educator would champion the idea of choice
for learners for over one hundred years after the statements
of Paine, Smith or Mill. In the meantime, American education
developed from its early apprentice, tutorial and private
2Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes o f.
the Wealth of Nations (London: W. Strahan and T. Caaell,
1776)
,
p. 370
!
3John Stuart Mill, On Liberty (New York: The Bobbs-
Merrill Company, Inc., 1956), p. 3.
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academy stage to one of graded schools consisting of grades
one through twelve, publicly supported with credentialed
teachers and multi-storied buildings, operated primarily by
the state.
The "father' 7 of choices in modern America is an
economist from the University of Chicago, Milton Friedman.
He expressed concern over the educational inequality existing
in this nation and the effects of it on people in his
"Neighborhood Effect" theory. This concept advances the
thought that the gain from the education of a single child
has accrual value, not only to the child and his parents but
also to many other members of the neighborhood. Thus the
education of a single child assists in promoting a stable
and democratic society, with values accruable from the social
stability and leadership base provided by an educated
4
citizenry in a neighborhood or a larger society.
Freidman advocated the payment of tax funds directly
to parents in the form of script or vouchers, giving them
economic clout in the educational market place. He felt
that an educational system owned and run by the state tended
to become uniform. Uniformity of education has a tendency,
especially when state directed, to promote uniformity of
character. Nevertheless, diversity of opinions, of character,
and of conduct is the sacrosanct hallmark of a democratic
^George R. LaNoue , ed. , Educational Vouchers: Concepts
and Controversies (New York: Teachers College Press, Columbia
University
,
1972)
,
p. 86.
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society. The state should not direct that which would
reduce the freedom and humaneness of people, Friedman
contends, but rather it should financially support the
individual efforts of people to seek their own educational
needs in a free market. Education financed by the state,
directly to individuals promoting an involved, concerned and
resourceful citizenry and returning to society the dividends
of stability and leadership, is the cornerstone of the
Friedman concept. By the late 1960’s, disciples of this
philosophy would present a number of alternate proposals to
provide choice-making power for parents and pupils.
The advocates of choices were dissatisfied with the
lack of educational opportunities available to children,
especially from poor families, the unequal financial
resources expended per child nationally, lack of choices and
the blandness of programs in most schools.
Choices would provide access to the many educational
opportunities available as outlets for the abilities,
aptitudes and interests of not only children of the poor but
all children. Choices would thereby serve to broaden the
development of useful skills and credentials necessary for
meaningful participation in the mainstream of American
society
.
Providing subsidies from public funds is a practice
followed in several foreign nations. England permits parents
to select schools for their children, outside the public
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sphere, with subsidy payments. The Netherlands and Denmark
allow pupils to attend the schools of their choice, with
costs absorbed by the government. France permits aid
payments to parents with a child in a selected private or
non-public schools.
Choice theorists fall into two distinct philosophical
camps: (1) a group which supports a free market not
controlled by the state and is libertarian in nature, which
includes Adam Smith, John Stuart Mill, E. G. West and Milton
Friedman, and (2) the other group which is reformist and
humanitarian in its stand and supports state intervention in
the education of its citizens, which includes John Coons,
Theodore Sizer, James S. Coleman and Christopher Jencks.
Choice making can be best achieved, according to these
theorists, by providing parents and pupils with financially
redeemable vouchers, thereby involving parents in the
decision-making processes, control and evaluation of the
schools attended by their children.
The development of several models based on the concepts
of these theorists provides a clearer insight into their
theoretical thinking. One of the earliest voucher models
was conceived by Milton Friedman. The Friedman or
Unregulated Voucher 5 stresses the following: all parents
receive a basic sum voucher redeemable at either an approved
5Milton Friedman, Capitalism and Freedom (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1962), Voucher model designed
from reading this book.
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private or public voucher school. Parents may supplement
the basic voucher with personal income at an approved voucher
school of their choice. The state role and control would be
limited to insuring that the voucher school would meet
certain minimum standards. This type of voucher permits
greater educational liberty to its holder and would promote
a free market theory of educational choice. E. G. West, a
Canadian economist, basically endorsed this approach to
provide more viability and competition to the present system
of state-run schools.
The Graduate Voucher was proposed by the former Dean
of the Harvard School of Education, Theodore Sizer and a
colleague, Philip Whitten. The value of this voucher is
related directly to family income: low income families
receive high value vouchers and high income families receive
low value vouchers. The following table provides an
illustration of the Graduated or Poor Family Voucher .
^
LaNoue, Educational Vouchers, p. 76.
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If Income Is Your Voucher Miqht be Worth
In Public Voucher
School
In Non-Public
Voucher School
0-$2 ,000 $1,500 $1,500
$2,001-4,000 1,300 1,300
$4,001-6,000 1,000 1,000
$6,001-7,000 750 750
$7,001-9,000 750 650
$9,001-11,000 750 500
$11,001-15,000 750 250
$15,001-20 , 000 750 150
Over $20,000 750 00
The high value of the poor family voucher would offset the
higher income of the wealthy voucher holder. Under this plan
the parents could not supplement the voucher with personal
income for admission to a public or non-public school.
7The Effort Voucher or the Family Plan Voucher was
designed by John Coons, a law professor at Berkeley,
California. It operates in this fashion: Parents may
indicate how much they value education for their child by
choosing among schools with different annual per-pupil
expenditure levels. A family with a $5,000 income would be
charged 1.2 percent or $60.00 for their child to attend a
school spending $1,200 per pupil. A family with an income
^John E. Coons and Stephen D. Sugarman, Family Choice
in Education: A Mode l State System for Vouchers (Berkeley.
University
-
of California, Institute of Governmental Studies,
1971)
,
pp. 99-109.
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of $20,000 would be assessed 3 percent or $600.00, which is
the highest supplemental sum permitted under this plan, if
the child attends a school charging $1,000 per pupil. The
table on assessments would appear as follows:
Locally Chosen Tax Permitted Spending Per Pupil
1% (minimum permitted) $500
1 * 1 550
2 *° 1,000
3% (maximum permitted) 1,500
This voucher will increase the parents' decision-making power
in selecting a school for their child to the extent they are
willing to expend personal funds for education.
O
The Open School Voucher drawn up by James S. Coleman,
a sociology professor at the University of Chicago, would
allow children to take courses at other institutions or
places, outside their regular school program, on released
time, to learn a desired subject. The Open School Voucher
is a partial voucher for it would enable poor and low income
pupils to obtain subject diversity by supplementing the
regular school work with courses taken outside their regular
school program. Transportation and other supplementary costs,
within a maximum, would also be defrayed by a separate
voucher
.
^Developed from my readings on vouchers, especially
the LaNoue book.
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The Regulated Voucher was proposed by Christopher
Jencks
,
a professor of Education at Harvard University. 9 in
this system the voucher value would be equal to the current
per pupil cost in the pupil's district. A school must agree
to accept and abide by the following conditions to obtain a
voucher pupil:
1. Not to charge a tuition rate in excess of
voucher value or level
2. Admit students without regard to space and
allocate one-half of their classroom space randomly
3. Provide a variety of information about facilities,
teachers, programs and students to the parents in
the community
The purpose of this voucher is to prevent the increase of
segregated schools or the fostering of elitist schools
throughout the nation. It would also provide for a more
uniform cost base for schools and hold down the soaring rate
of costs by regulating a specific fee for all schools
competing for voucher pupils.
Vouchers would also be available under Jencks system
for low income pupils for the additional costs of hot lunches,
transportation, speech therapy and music lessons.
By 1971, the Jencks' concept had become a working model
when San Jose, California's public schools were awarded the
9Educational Vouchers: A Report on Financing Elementary
Education by Grants to Parents (Cambridge, Massachusetts
:
Center for the Study of Public Policy, 1970) , pp. 50-56.
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first opportunity to operate a choice program through the
use of vouchers in grades one through eight.
If the voucher concept is accepted, public schools
will not be the only ones competing in the future for tax
funds. Thus, theoretically, a diversity of alternate forms
of becoming educated will be available, not only to the
children of the poor, but all pupils, hopefully at a stable
and uniform cost. Public funds will follow the pupils and
go only to those schools selected by parents, thereby giving
them new economic and educational power.
According to most voucher theorists choice schools
may neither expend funds for religious instruction nor
prohibit open enrollment. They must follow other stipulated
guidelines instituted and approved by a committee
representative of parents in their districts. There must
also be an open flow of information by choice schools to
pupils and parents detailing a basic philosophy, the number
of teachers, their qualifications, pupil progress and
financial status. This must be presented in a readable and
understandable form.
From Paine to Jencks has been an historical journey
of almost two hundred years, perhaps not an unreasonable
amount of time for a concept designed to involve parents of
all economic levels and their children in the process of
selecting their future education at each stage and level
of transition from youth to adulthood.
and Early History of
Performance Contracting
31
Charles L. Blaschke is generally credited as the
"father" of performance contracting (PC) ; it evolved from a
graduate paper while he was a student at Harvard University
in 1964. Essentially, the concept involves the following
five points:
1. Paying for services will be on the basis of
pupil achievement
2. Involving private, profit-oriented firms in
classroom learning activities
3. Giving parents a measure of accountability power
for what schools promise for their children
4. Using intrinsic motivation for achievement
purposes
5. Making teachers responsible for their teaching.
Performance contracting is not an entirely new concept
in American education. Elements of contracting for the
performance of pupils existed in certain state testing
programs early in the twentieth century. The contractual
continuation of teacher services was often dependent on
their pupils' performances on these tests. An element of a
performance-based criteria exists presently in several
states without tenure statutes. Many educators and parents
feel that teachers should bear a large measure of
responsibility for the success or failure of children in
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their classes. The philosophical overtones of a "I-have-
not-taught- if -pupils-have-not-1earned" concept still prevails
in many classrooms throughout the nation.
In the further development of performance contracting,
the Job Corps, in their learning centers, during the Kennedy
administration, contracted with business firms for
educational materials. Business, in these circumstances, had
to have a certain capability and responsibility to produce
items with some degree of educational accountability.
The Office of Economic Opportunity (0E0) triggered
the nation's entry into large scale performance contracting.
President Nixon, in his March 3, 1970 Educational Reform
Message to Congress stated:
"What we have too often been doing, is avoiding
accountability for our own local performance. We have,
as a nation, too long avoided thinking of the
productivity of schools. Ironic, though it is, the
avoidance of accountability is the single most serious
threat to a continued and even more pluralistic
education system. 10"
A one-year experiment in performance contracting was
soon announced by OEO, funded by six and one-half million
dollars; an evaluation of the experiment was built into the
proposal. Part of these funds was used to create the Drop
out Prevention Program at Texarkana, Arkansas, a city located
on the border between Texas and Arkansas. This was
considered the first performance contract awarded in the
10Roald F. Campbell and James E. Lor ion, Performance
Contracting in School Systems (Columbus, Ohio: Charles
Merrill Publishing Company, 1972), p. 14.
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nation. The city was concerned with a high drop-out
rate of fifteen percent annually in poverty areas, pressure
to desegregate, vast achievement differences between black
and white students and an austerity budget and to combat
these problems developed the Drop-out Prevention Program . 12
Texarkana's contract was a trial for private business
and the schools: each one was unplowed and relatively
untrodden land for the planting of a fresh relationship. It
was important to both that they emerge successful. Private
business was attempting to sell their expertise in planning,
research and design of an educational program in the
potentially lucrative field of public and private schools.
A triumph could open new areas for untold profits. Disaster
would seal tight opportunities that might not re-open again
for another decade or more. Schools would have resolved in
one fell swoop the embarassing and volatile problem of low
achievement by pupils from poor homes.
Dozens of companies, major and newly formed, swarmed
into the performance contracting business: Dorsett,
Educational Systems, Audio-Visual Supply Company, Larrabee
and Associates, New Century, Westinghouse Learning, COMES,
Learning Foundations, Educational Solutions, New Century/
11
"Performance Contract: The Issue," IDEA Reporter ,
(Winter Quarter 1971) :6.
^Performance Contracting in Schools: Profit Motive
Tested as~~Incentive to Learning (Washington, D.C.. National
Public Relations Association, Editors of Education U.S.
1972)
,
p. 9.
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Communications Patterns, Thiokol, Alpha Systems, Singer/
Graf lex
, Association of Teachers, and Plan Educational
Centers. Prices for their services differed, depending upon
the educational program contracted with a school. Payment
was dependent upon achievement gains measured. A bonus was
available in some contracts if the agreed upon achievement
rates exceeded those in the contract. Normally, costs might
be the per pupil cost in the district for an elementary
pupil
.
In some instances the contractor furnished all books
and supplies used in the program, while others provided the
entire range of classroom resources. In some contracts,
teachers involved in the program remained on the school
payroll, others paid the teachers and aides. The contractors
differed on their teaching approaches; some made use of
teaching machines, designed and manufactured by their
companies. Others used no machines other than simple cassette
tape players. The motivational emphasis varied among the
performance contractors. Some utilized free time for personal
reading, relaxing or recreational activities, others used
green stamps, candy or tokens redeemable for free gifts.
Contractors programmed the incentive plan into the learning
activity. Rewards were given for promptness or attendance
in class, improvement on tests, or exhibiting good study
habits. Most contractors planned to turn their programs
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over to the school district for continued operation after
the completion of the contract.
The contractors invested many hours of time in
preparation of staff and the study of the community and
learning problems at the contracted school before thev
taught a single pupil. The thoroughness of preparation is
best described as typical of the planned approach to the
sale of any item by private business.
Reading and mathematics were the principle targets of
most contracts primarily because educators believe that
detailed specifications and measurements are possible in
these basic areas. Remedial reading was a major feature
common to almost all the performance contracts issued from
1969 to 1971.
It was believed by many involved in the application
of PC that most pupils failed to achieve in standard
classrooms throughout the nation because they were
disadvantaged; this in turn, affected their motivation to
achieve. The application of unusual intrinsic motivation
principles would cause extraordinary gains in achievement.
Some of the anticipated gains would be "better performance
. .
.accountability. . .drop-out prevention. . .integration. . .
individualization of instruction."
13 The concept would
^Ellis B. Page, "How We All Failed at Performance
Contracting," Phi Delta Kappan 54 (October 1971) ;115.
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also bring a measure of accountability to public schools
"You get what you pay for."
3efore any long range evaluative results were available,
scores of other school districts jumped into the experiment.
Gary
,
Indiana was typical of those schools which were eager
to resolve their educational burdens and obtain a share of
federal funds at the same time. Gary is a large, industrial,
mid-western city with problems of low achievement by pupils,
a scarcity of school funds and few solutions to these issues.
They contracted with Behavioral Research Laboratories (BRL)
of New York to operate a public elementary school for three
years. The Banneker School contained about eight hundred
black students in kindergarten through grade six. It was
located in a working class neighborhood and ranked near the
bottom of Gary's schools in tested reading and mathematics
achievement. BRL agreed to provide the entire curriculum
at Banneker but contract payments would only cover reading
and mathematics. For Gary's annual per pupil cost of
approximately $800.00, BRL contracted to raise each pupil
to "national norms." They also agreed to return their fee
after three years for each pupil who failed to reach this
magical percentile. This evaluative instrument was to be
the Iowa Test of Basic Achievement.
Performance contracts were drawn up to deal with (a)
low achievement by elementary pupils, (b) the education of
teachers, and (c) the structured programs by OEO to help
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the problems of disadvantaged pupils. Interestingly,
most performance contracts were to be evaluated on the
following design: pupils were administered pretests and
posttests using standardized norm-referenced tests, such
as the Stanford Achievement Test. The means of evaluation
seemed to have little relationship to the objectives of
the performance contracting concept and purposes.
The performance contracting experiment was scarcely
operational before most professional organizations were
debunking, defaming and decrying its purposes. Former
American Federation of Teachers' (AFT) President David
Selden termed it "husksterism" and contended that it
threatened to establish a monopoly of education by big
14business. The AFT went on record as being opposed to the
plan citing that it, "threatens to dehumanize the learning
process, would sow distrust among teachers through a
structured incentive program, promotes "teaching to the
(standardized) test" and subverts the collective bargaining
15
process and reduces teacher input."
The National Education Association warned its members
to be cautious of educational fads designed to provide
simple solutions to problems that are both complex and
^Performance Contracting in School Systems , p. 2.
l5Robert D. Bhaerman, "Performance Contracting,"
Compact 5 (February 1971) :33.
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.
. 16
costly. A New York State Teachers' Association official
painted an alarming picture of the concept stating, "I
shudder to think of a giant like General Motors producing
400,000 defective minds some year and then, perhaps, going
to court to fight an order to recall those children and
retool their minds.
Despite the excoriations by the professionals, the
Gallup Poll in 1971 indicated that forty-nine percent of
parents canvassed supported the idea of performance
contracting.
^
Perhaps the judgments on performance contracting have
been too hastily arrived at, and critics may lack complete
understanding of the many diverse aspects of the plan. Most
of the programs in the period from 1969-1971 were experimental
and exceedingly limited in scope. The programs were extremely
varied, dealing with elementary grades to junior high grades.
'Judgments on one often would be irrelevant to another program.
The Rand/Health Education Welfare Study of PC
indicated the tremendous diversity of the programs that can
differ in: (1) the characteristics of the educational
program; (2) portions of the programs under contract; (3)
contract terms; (4) characteristics of the contractors; and
•^Performance Contracting in School Systems , p. 3.
^Ibid.
,
p. 1.
13 Stanley Elam, Ed. , The Gallup Polls of Attitudes
Toward Educat ion 1969-1973 (Bloomington, Indiana: Phi Delta
1973)
,
p. 89.Kappa
,
Inc
.
,
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(5) characteristics of the contractors' learning
programs
.
19
No carefully planned evaluation was ever made of all
the diverse elements of PC before the plan was abandoned.
Perhaps planning methods and testing practices should be
re-examined before consigning PC to the bonepile of
educational ideas that did not work.
Review of Selected Change and
Adoption Theories
The study of change and adoption theories is
relatively new in education. There was no heading in the
Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature in 1955 for
"Educational Innovations." The first listing appeared in
Volume 29, March 1969 - February 1970. The title "Innovations
in Education," first appeared in Education Index in Volume
16, July 1965 - June 1966. Yet the study of change has been
of major interest to sociologists since the nineteenth
century. Their emphasis has been on societal change as the
culture undergoes natural structural modifications.
Educational interest, however, has been directed to the
applied level, emphasizing planned more than natural change.
The Arthur D. Little study on innovations in public
schools rather succinctly defines the purpose of change or
innovations. It states that the purpose is:
19George R. Hall and James P. Stucker, "The Rand/HEW
Study of Performance Contracting," Compact 5 (February 1971).
6
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"
. . . to achieve more important goals or to make itpossible to reach existing goals with greater
certainty
,
or with less effort, or in less time, or
at lower cost, or with other incremental benefits.
Changes are made in goals from time to time, and
this innovation in goals may stimulate a chain of
changes in the school system." 20
In his discussion of innovation in schools Barth
feels that anything as complex as a school with its mix of
parents, pupils, teachers, administrators and committee
members is very difficult to change without retaining a
"critical amount of stability and continuity in terms of
2
1
personnel and practices. ..."
The period from 1969 to 1973 was one of the most
active, innovative or trial change times in modern American
education. Educators were showered with change programs,
ranging from modest changes in structure or programs to a
total reordering of all elements in a system. Perhaps it
was to be expected in the post-Sputnik period. Innovation
was an all out battle to save the nation's schools from
becoming moribund, decadent and second rate. Americans were
not accustomed to losing wars or coming in second in any
struggle. In typical American fashion, obsessed by the fear
of second rate schools or leadership, the government
2°paul F. Ross and Charles C. Halbower , A Model for
Innovation Adoption in Public School District s: Research on^
the Characteristics of Selected School Systems as they Relate
the Need for Appraisal, Acceptance, and Use of Innovations
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Arthur D. Little, Inc., 196o)
,
p. 2
.
21Roland Barth, Open Education and the Amer ican School
(New York: Agathon Press, Inc., 1972), p. 170.
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commenced a crash program in an attempt to transform,
almost overnight, the appearance of education in the
nation.
Innovation became a national crusade for change. It
ushered in a golden flood of federal dollars into public
and private schools which trickled on down from the larger
urban programs to the smallest schoolhouses in rural areas.
Innovation held the entire educational structure in a
miasmic, ecstatic state. It was the first national craze
over educational experimentation, on a peripheral level,
in our history. Each heralded announcement of an
innovational rock dropped into the educational pool created
its ever-widening wave of followers, as the force of the
idea receded into the vast ocean of American schools. It
was the golden era of educational change. Few refused its
rich offerings for workable ideas. Everyone was an innovator
or pretended to be.
The period of innovation or change provided a rich
source for the formulation, testing and study of change
theories. Jack Frymier in his study, Fostering Educational
Change indicates there are three phases to any change: (1)
The Planning Phase; (2) The Doing Phase; and (3) The
Evaluating Phase. 22 Each phase, he feels, feeds back on the
other in a spiraling continuum.
^ 2Jack C. Frymier, Fostering Educational Change (Columbus,
Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 196S) , p. 28.
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Matthew Miles suggests that there are five stages in
a change or adoption process: (1) awareness, an interest in
change; (2) planning the search, study and design of a new
Pro9ram / (3) trial the early testing of a new program; (4)
evaluation—correction of flaws and problems from the trial
period; and (5) adoption—authorizing the full operation of
2 3the new program.
Everett Rogers and Floyd Shoemaker described a four
stage process: (1) knowledge acquisition—the decision-
maker becomes aware of new possibilities; (2) persuasion--
he forms an initial favorable or unfavorable impression
about the possibility; (3) decision—he engages in evaluation
activities that lead him to accept or reject the innovation;
24
and (4) conf irmati.on--he decides to adopt the innovation.
Perhaps one of the most detailed steps in the process
of planned change is the report of the Ontario Institute
for Studies in Education . They present a nineteen step
procedure for changing a school:
1. Awareness or interest in a new practice from an
external source
^Matthew Miles, ed. Innovations in Education (New
York: Bureau of Publications Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1964), pp. 19-20.
^P. Carpenter-Huf fman , G. R. Hall and G. C. Sumner,
Change in Education: Insights from Performance Contracting^
(Cambridge
,
Massachusetts”: Ballinger Publishing Company,
1974)
,
p. 4.
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2. Realization present practices in school could be
changed by adoption of alternatives; educational
objectives might be more fully realized
3. Involvement of key personnel
4. Diagnosis of the school: (a) examination of
inputs—students, staff, resources, objectives,
(b) examination of school organizational structure,
curriculum and physical facilities, (c) examination
of outputs--students
,
staff
5. Determination of potential for growth
6. Selection of area for improvement
7. Search by key personnel for possible innovation
8. Examination of several possible innovations: (a)
Will the changes result in an improvement in the
areas selected? (b) What changes will be necessary
in the school?
9. Committee of local affairs
10. Consultation with applied research and development
advisors
11. Selection of innovation by committee of key
personnel on basis of results from the above
procedures
12. Commitment of the local board to supply sufficient
resources for at least the experimental stage
13. Planning for the experiment
14. Creation of a temporary system
44
15. Preparing for the experiment
16. The trial process
17. Evaluation: (a) objective, (b) subjective, (c)
expansion of temporary system to include a
9re^ter portion of the original system
13. Incorporation of temporary system into original
system
19. Report to the board 25
In & recent study on innovations in Massachusetts,
Jeanne Widmer decries the lack of relevance in the plethora
of change strategies which do not tend to the "unique
characteristics of the school system in contrast to other
2 6kinds of systems." Many change models, according to
Widmer, are concerned with other environments such as
agricultural innovations or organizations which are difficult
2 7to adopt, if not downright irrelevent to school systems.
Some change models do not focus on the organization at all but
rather on on the individual as the user or adopter of an
innovation
.
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J. J. D. Landerville, Chairman, Planning and
Implementing Change in Ontario Schools: A Report of the
Committee on the Implementation of Change in the Classroom
(Ontario, Canada: The Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education, 1967)
,
p. 15.
2
Jeanne Maguire Widmer, study director, What Makes
Innovation Work in Massachusetts?: Strategies for State and
Local Systems, paper presented to the American Educational
Research Association Conference, Washington, D.C., April,
1975.
27 Ibid.
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Much of the literature and research on planned change
has a predominant emphasis on the individual as the agent
of change. Yet few persons, as members of a school system,
are free to act as independent change agents or to implement
significant innovations entirely on their own initiative.
Implementation of an innovation is undoubtedly subject to
systematic or organizational constraints which exceed
individual or personal motivations.
Rogers and Shoemaker list five attributes as critical
to the change process:
1. Relative advantage -- degree to which an innovation
is perceived as superior to what it is to replace.
The greater the perceived superiority, the faster
the innovation will be tried
2. Compatibility--degree to which an innovation fits
into the existing modus operandi and value system
3. Simplicity— the ease a proposed adopter has in
understanding or using the innovation
4. Trialability--an innovation that can be tested on
a small scale is more likely to be tried than one
that requires a sizable investment of capital or
an all-or-nothing decision
5. Observability--the more easily potential adopters
can perceive and understand the results of an
2 3
innovation, the more likely it is to be adopted.
28 Carpenter-IIuf fman , Change in Education , pp. 4-6.
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Eugene Wilkening first used the concept of stages
in the adoption process which he described as one "composed
of learning, deciding and acting over a period of time"
resulting in five steps: (1) awareness, (2) interest, (3)
evaluation, (4) trial and (5) adoption. 29
Kurt Lewin pioneered work on change with his three
major stages: unfreezing
,
need for change is realized and
a willingness to give up old ways of doing things is
evidenced; moving
,
the activity involved in implementing
change; and freezing
,
the establishment and firm rooting of
the new behavior in the life of the group. 20
Ronald Havelock discussed eight inherent stages in
change: (1) availability of the innovator to the
individual, (2) awareness of the innovator to the individual,
(3) seeking and obtaining information from a variety of
sources, (4) a decision to try out the innovation (mental
trial), (5) a trying out of the innovation, (6) full acceptance
of the innovation, (7) rejection of adoption process, may
happen at any stage in the process, and (3) internalization
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of the innovation into the individual's routine. Havelock
felt that the sources of information concerning an
29 Ronald G. Havelock et al, Planning for Innovation
through Dissemination and Utilization of Knowledge (Ann Arbor,
Michigan: Center for Research on Utilization of Scientific
Knov/ledge, 1971), pp. 10-26.
30 Ibid
.
2
^Ibid
. ,
pp. 10-33-10-36.
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innovation and how these sources are perceived by the
persons play a vital role in determining the outcome of the
adoption process.
Richard Schmuck advocates an organization development
(CD) theory on educational change. Organization development
is a planned and sustained effort to apply reflexive, self-
analytic behavioral methods for system improvement. Schmuck
contends most educational reforms have failed or been non-
effectively absorbed by schools because of a limited
understanding of the organizational environment in which the
reform is attempted. CD is essentially a "people-changing
32 .
strategy" providing decision-makers with a rational basis
for selecting and trying innovations.
The following restraining forces by Clyde Hall are
typical of those acting to constrain change: (a) many
teachers lack skills in planning ability so they do not work
cooperatively with pupils; (b) learning the present methods
and experimenting with "unknown" makes teachers insecure;
(c) criticism may be directly against the school by more
conservative parents; and (d) pupils have little skill in
33
planning together.
"^Richard a. Schmuck and Matthew B. Miles, eds .
,
Organizational Development in Schools (Palo Alto, California
Na t i onal~~P"ress Books, 1971), p. 15.
^Clyde N. Hall, "How to Implement Change," a paper
presented at National Workshop on Comprehensive Vocational
Education Development and Utilization, Washington, D.C.,
June 17, 1971.
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The mix of variables in a school setting makes almost
any theory on change have some basis, in fact. The ultimate
test will be whether the resultant change is actually a
change and how much change it takes before the system is
not the system anymore but a new form of something different
in education.
Overview of Alum Rock
Choice programs based on vouchers are alive, well and
operating in San Jose, California much to the dismay,
wonder and elation of various groups in education. The
focus on Alum Rock is included here because it is a
functioning research model on vouchers or consumer choices.
This economic theory, designed to provide equal educational
opportunity for pupils and give parents a share in the
decision-making, has survived that often fatal jump from
the theoretician's desk to the practitioner's application.
"The idea is a nightmare." said almost every professional
• ,
• 34
group connected with public education m America.
Then again, what change in anything connected with
pupils and schools has in the last century received total,
unqualified endorsement by professionals? The idea of
making learning subject to a market place approach,
competitive, open and susceptible to the economic whim of
34 James A. Mecklenburger and Richard Hostrop, eds.
,
Education Vouchers : From Theory to Alum Rock (Illinois.
ETC Publication, 197 2) , p. 71.
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parents and pupils, frightened the entrenched bureaucracy
of schools throughout the nation. Such a plan, if adopted,
would signal a shift in the organizational decision-making
structure of schools. The market place of learning choices,
necessary to attract pupils, threatened to break the
stultifying hold of schools on what constitutes being
educated. Who wants competition when you have been the
only ballgame in town for years?
Schools did not need to equalize educational
opportunity, for grades, honor rolls, awards and promotion
provided equal chance for success for all pupils, claimed
the professionals. The voucher concept could destroy
public schools and provide funds for the rich or the
religious freakies, intoned critics.
Amid all this flack, the Office of Economic Opportunity
(0E0)
,
in 1969, offered to subsidize any system willing to
experiment with vouchering in order to introduce innovation
into the nation's schools. The Alum Rock School District of
San Jose, California was the only city to accept the
challenge and meet the guidelines for a trial program.
Alum Rock Union School District, one of the poorest
in California, with a population of 30,000 people, serving
the former agricultural eastern portion of San Jose, has
sixteen thousand pupils, with an annual budget exceeding
eighteen million dollars. There are twenty-five schools in
the district comprising grades K-3
:
nineteen elementary
,
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six middle schools and no high school. six schools were
in the initial experiment and later this number increased
to thirteen schools, comprising over 8,000 pupils,
representing fifty-seven percent of the district's enrollment.
The budget for vouchering totals almost three million
dollars from the federal government. The basic voucher is
worth $850.00 for elementary pupils and $1,074.00 for middle
school pupils with an additional $275.00 in compensatory
3 6
vouchers for economically disadvantaged pupils. Because
of the high Mexican-Amer ican population of fifty-one
percent, representing the second largest in the United
States, all information on vouchers is printed in two
37languages
.
The elementary level was chosen for two main reasons:
(1) the level covers a period crucial to the development of
pupils' basic skills and learning modes and (2) it is a
time when parents are particularly concerned with their
children's education.
The contract to conduct the experiment went to the
Sequoia Institute under the direction of Dr. Joel Levin.
3
3
Educ at i
o
nal Vouchers: The Experience at Alum Rock
(Washington, D.C.: National Institute for Education, 1973),
p. 4 .
360btained from fact sheet issued by Sequoia Institute,
San Jose, California.
^Gerald l. Bresslour, "Education Vouchers:
and Prospects--A Critical Status Report^." (D . Ed
.
University of Massachusetts, 1975), p. 73.
Foundations
dissertation
,
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The entire program is directed by the Alum Rock School
Board and Dr. William J. Jefferds, Superintendent.
Alum Rock Union School District is administered by a
five member elected school board, serving staggered four
year terms. Board membership mirrors the community's
racial and cultural diversity, including one Chicano, one
Japanese-American
,
one black, and a male and female white.
The board has independent taxing authority and appoints the
superintendent.
Alum Rock selected the Regulated Voucher model which
was developed by Christopher Jencks, a professor at Harvard's
School of Education and former President of the Center for
the Study of Public Policy located in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. This choice form was adopted by the Office
of Economic Opportunity in their demonstration.
The program emerged after a brief six week planning
period by the staff and administration with these objectives:
1. Development of greater parent involvement
2. Decentralization of decision-making
38
3. Development of alternative education
The Center for Human Resources (HRC) was hired to
work with the staffs of the participating schools in the
areas of improving communication processes and exploring
"^William J. Jefferds, Final Report on First Year
Operations of the Alum Rock Voucher Project (San Jose: Alum
Rock Union School District, 1973) .
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the concept of decentralization. It is an ongoing process
for IIRC as new schools and staff join the project.
0E0, in its eagerness to obtain a field working model,
permitted several changes in the Center for Study of Public
Policy model: teacher security was guaranteed, no outside
schools would be involved and pupils in local resident
schools would be given first choice of their programs
allowing them to remain in these local schools.
This has fostered criticism that the program is flawed,
that it is no longer a voucher program but merely a
subterfuge to funnel federal funds into Alum Rock. Unaware
of this rhetorical nit-picking, all parents are using
vouchers to select program choices suitable to the learning
styles of their children.
There are forty-five separate instructional programs
available in the mini-schools at Alum Rock, compared to only
two, three years ago: traditional and open classroom.
Pupils have the following choices: I Kan School, Down to
Earth, Three R's Plus, School 2000, The Little Schoolhouse,
Learning Odyssey, Total Experience School, Self-Expression
and Success School, Life Time Sports, Through to Basic Skills
and other programs to select from in matching their
interests with learning choices.
Each school of choice must offer two distinct programs
in a mini-school which is a school that is totally autonomous
with an enrollment of approximately 350-400 pupils. The
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mini-school advertises its program in colorful booklets
distributed yearly by the school district. An advertisement
contains the following information for parents and pupils:
the educational philosophy of the school, the program with
its goals, governance, class evaluation methods, parent
involvement and other data such as libraries, field trips
and staff profile.
Potential clients are also supplied with a pamphlet
containing test score comparisons and student attitude
profiles of pupils who participated in the previous year's
program, at all the competing mini-schools. In addition to
this, there is a readable breakdown of their budget for
parents which enables them to see how their educational
dollar is expended and evaluate what it is purchasing in
the way of learning for their child.
The choices are geared to meet a multiplicity of
needs: from basic skills to fine and creative arts. These
curriculum offerings are designed almost exclusively by
teachers, giving them in a sense "ownership’' over what is
taught and pride of personal involvement in the schools.
Class size is restricted by agreement to no more than
thirty pupils; teacher aides, student teachers and parents
assist the regular teacher.
There are often four to six mini-schools within one
building, providing a sort of university-school concept.
When the program began fifty percent of the potential
clients
were assured of being continued in their attending
school
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and if a mini-school was over-applied, a lottery was used
to assure all pupils of an equal chance for admission. The
"Squatter's Rights" concept represents concessions by the
National Institute of Education (NIE) to parents requesting
the right of children to attend their neighborhood school.
The majority of students have enrolled in non-
traditional programs (67%) which include the following
choices: Learn by Doing (23%)
,
Individualized (11%)
,
Fine
Arts (11%) , Bilingual/Bicultural (7%) and Open Classroom
( 6%)
,
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Almost one thousand or fourteen percent of the voucher
pupils have enrolled in schools other than their
40
"neighborhood" mini-schools. The traditional or basic
skill choices are losing pupils, dropping from 39% in 1973
to 33% in 1974, while Learn by Doing appears to be the
fastest growing choice as it expanded from 16% to 23% in
the two year period. This certainly tells us something
about the type of learning choices pupils will seek when
given an opportunity to make personal selections.
Each school has a Parent Advisory Board (PAB) . Every
school has a parent and a staff member on the Educational
Voucher Advisory Council (EVAC) . These groups are
communication centers for parents and allow them to voice
39Fact Sheet, Sequoia Institute, 1973, p. 2.
^Ibid.
,
p. 3
.
^Ibid.
,
p. 2
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opinions and make policy recommendations to their individual
schools as well as to the School Trustees concerning the
voucher project.
The control and issuance of vouchers to authorized
parents in the school district was carried out by the
Educational Voucher Authority (EVA) : Sequoia Institute acts
as the EVA for the school trustees. This authority has the
added responsibility of funding the selected voucher school,
providing they satisfy all requirements issued by the EVA.
All local, state and federal funds used in voucher ing
filter into the control of the EVA. Ideally, under a pure
vouchering concept, EVA would have the "power of the purse"
leaving the local school boards with little financial
authority. EVA can loan funds to a person or persons
desiring to start a new school. Parents are not part of
this authority, in any required or program sense, which
leaves the economic impact from parents solely in the
domain of the expenditure choice of vouchers.
Evaluation of programs is effected by the following
means: traditional testing, teacher observation, teacher
constructed tests, self-evaluation by pupils and parent
conferences
.
Pupils dissatisfied with their choices have a right
to transfer to any other mini-school which is not
overcrowded at any time during the school year. Their
voucher dollars are then prorated between the two mini-
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schools: dollars follow the pupil. This results in
expansion and contraction of mini-schools in response to
parent choice patterns.
To be successful in schools with choices, teachers
had to learn new behaviors such as: risk taking, joint
decision-making, giving up power, maintaining open
communication and sharing ownership of problems. These new
skills are concomitant with the theory of allowing pupils
to select courses, parents to have power economically as
well as administratively, and the need to maintain an open
and decentralized school.
Parents appear to be satisfied with choices and the
type of education available through the use of vouchering.
An analysis of parent opinion surveys indicated that their
4 2
approval rose from 83% in 1972 to 95% in 1973.
Unfortunately, no surveys of pupils, in any manner, were
conducted during the first year of the demonstration.
Surveys were conducted with students during the second year
but apparently the results were inconclusive, as no findings
appeared in any of the published documents concerning the
demonstration
.
In San Jose, through choice, parents have increased
their understanding of vouchers, the schools, and the
interests and abilities of their children. Parents welcome
^Educational Vouchers, NIE, p. 10.
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the great variety of courses and feel they benefit those
connected with schools of choice.
Models for educational change, conceived in the
hypothetically pure atmosphere of academe, have a way of
becoming mutated when exposed to the vicissitudes of the
school world. Choices at Alum Rock changed in several
respects: (1) Only public schools were involved in the
competition for pupils and they engaged in a fabricated
atmosphere of differences predicated on the rules set up
by a San Jose Teachers' Association; (2) Teachers were
assured of their positions despite low demands for their
services; and (3) Vouchers were not the only funds used
operationally by schools but actually were supplemental
funds to allow schools to have frosting on their cakes.
Desperate for an operational archetype, the 0E0
permitted Alum Rock to make several changes in the model
developed by the Center for Study of Public Policy. The
role of the Educational Voucher Authority (EVA) was assigned
to the school board who consigned the bulk of this function
to the Sequoia Institute. This private concern, responsible
for the operation of the voucher plan at Alum Rock, was
accountable to the superintendent. The Educational Voucher
Advisory Committee (EVAC) , composed of one teacher and one
parent from each participating school, presented an
unwieldy group which possessed only a vague and general
power of an advisory nature. This power void was quickly
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filled by the principals and teachers, thereby crimping
a possible avenue for valuable decision-making by parents.
Parents have a number of weaknesses in an educational
atmosphere which leave them vulnerable to exploitation by
principal and teacher groups. They lack the legitimacy of
elected school personnel and have insufficient blocks of
time to study educational problems. Many parents have no
grasp of the new concepts in learning or any access to
resources for organized study and frequently lack the
cohesiveness of school personnel. Alum Rock parents were
imposed on constantly by the personnel of the schools in
order to negate their power and leverage for abrupt change
in the experiment.
There were few middle class parents in the school
district which was composed primarily of low income,
unskilled laborers with little experience in the complexities
of educational decision-making. Unfortunately, few parents
worked on the planning program or took part in working the
snags out of the experiment in its first year.
The schools used the sources of counselors, generalized
program booklets, and group conferences to sell parents on
the proposed program. Presently, parents still have no
control over the expenditure of voucher funds by the schools
or the decision-making power to expand the experiment
to
the non-participating schools. Parents of pupils
residing
in the non-voucher schools cannot have their
child
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participate in the voucher program; thus restricting the
scope of pupils and parents involved in the working
experiment.
No parent takes part in any meaningful evaluation of
programs or personnel involved in the program. The number
of choices, school enrollment, and the final selection of
pupils into programs are all controlled by the teachers
and principals of the choice schools. Parents have expressed
a desire for a share in hiring principals and teachers as
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well as contributing toward the shaping of school decisions.
Teachers hold much of the school power at Alum Rock:
they plan courses, expend funds for materials, assist in
staff selection, approve pupils for schools, and hold the
important vote to continue or stop the entire program. They
have been effective in neutralizing the economic effect of
choice making; loss of jobs due to no market demand. Their
power of deciding the admission of pupils could have the
effect of creating special schools for pupils or segregating
pupils into or out of programs. The "squatter's rights"
concession could work to create pools of special classes,
teachers or parent groups within the schools. Teachers view
the competitive aspects of vouchering as unprofessional.
Interestingly, teachers the first year spent 69% of their
voucher funds for equipment and material, expenditures not
43A Public School Voucher Demon strat ionj_TheJ r^st Year
at Alum Rock (Santa Monica, California: Rand, 1974), p.
2U.
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usually associated with increased learning by pupils, but
only 15% for teacher aides. ^
The principals, along with the teachers, were able to
effectively diminish parental control in choice making due
to their strong role in the planning phase of the program
and their attitude that parents be "consumer participants"
rather than activists in deciding rules and policies.
Principals insisted on having a veto over the activities of
EVAC and squashed any release of test data on the results of
the first year of choices.
The diversity among the mini-schools was limited, with
one of the main differences being the utilization of
instructional time primarily for science, art, music,
activities and social studies (35%). A large block of
instructional time in all mini-schools was devoted to
reading, language and arithmetic (65%)
.
There was also a
great difference in the way the mini-schools viewed and
utilized their resources to effect stated objectives. There
is no indication that methods or approaches employed by
teachers differed greatly from those used in traditional
schools
.
Choice schools appeared to have a larger variety Oi
items for teaching but no study indicated that they were
used more effectively or uniquely to increase pupil skills.
44 Ibid
. ,
p • 13
.
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Test scores for voucher pupils dropped in the second year
of the program attesting to two things: (1) either
examinations failed to record new learning by pupils, or
(2) beneath all the frosting there was more fascination
with newness than effectiveness of learning.
Mini-schools with full enrollment quotas had little
financial incentive to take on more pupils with new
classrooms. The profit incentive by staff was dormant since
their coffers were filled with federal funds. During the
first year, thirty-five percent of compensatory funds were
unexpended
.
The forty-two choice programs which were couched in
generalized terms caused confusion to both parents and
pupils. Not until the second year of the program were
explanations given to parents and pupils which were clear
enough to start the movement of pupils out of neighborhood
schools to other buildings with programs that might offer
more appeal to them. By 1973-1974, thirty-eight percent o~
the families with two or more children were sending them to
.
. 45
at least two schools.
Vouchers caused additional work for teachers due to
decisions on expenditure of funds, direction of programs and
meeting needs of students. Tensions over enrollment,
transfers and status security increased for teachers m this
program.
4 Education Vouchers, NIE, p. 9.
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A serious flaw in the Alum Rock experiment is that
the pupil is scarcely mentioned. They took no part in the
pre-planning stage and were not even interviewed for their
thoughts in the early years of the program. No mention is
made in the trade-offs by the 0E0 to operationalize the
program, whether the well-being of the pupil was the
predominating motive by contending groups.
There is no assurance presented in the experiment
that a pupil receives the best teacher or even the best
program for his specific needs. He may well be enrolled in
merely a popular program. The atmosphere within the schools
for socializing, study and learning is seldom alluded to
except in the "Madison Avenue" type of advertising.
The richness of opportunity present at Alum Rock
should enable pupils to obtain a variety of methods to
become educated, providing they are given an active role.
Without this vital aspect of the program, one may seriously
question the perceptions of reformers, evaluators and the
bureaucratic interests of professionals.
Vouchers offer some positive hope for future reform
in education. The Alum Rock program has made the concept a
valued and respectable vehicle for reform, rather than, as
pictured by the critics, a radical plot to destroy the
public schools in America.
The creation of the mini-school produced many
beneficial values for Alum Rock. The smallness (under
400
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pupils) provided a sense of personalness, cohesiveness and
closeness for parents, pupils and teachers. A sense of
family developed; with its concomitant feelings of belonging,
identity and oneness. The old fashion virtue of quality,
identified with smallness, was prevalent among mini-school
parents
.
The autonomy of the mini-school enabled teachers to
enjoy a feeling of importance and value to themselves and
to the school. A sense of uniqueness, of existing primarily
for particular objectives and not being tied down as a
satellite of public schools, provided the needed spark to
make the mini-school a viable means to foster an atmosphere
of choices. Teachers felt that their decisions had influence
on courses, pupils and the management of resources. They
could better see where the budget dollar was being expended
and how their authority and control directed it. The small
staff, of up to twelve teachers in a mini-school, developed
a spirit of cooperation and made joint contributions to
improve programs. Mini-schools provided a sense of
continuity, of involvement and concern for pupils.
Teachers felt one of the great benefits of vouchers
was the opportunity to innovate: 96 percent endorsed this
aspect of the experiment.
46 The spin-off from a spirit of
innovation enabled the voucher concept to flourish and
produced forty-five different programs of choice. The
46 Ibid
. ,
p . 13
•
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innovative spirit fostered creativity and gave teachers a
new sense of self-reliance in developing new directions for
course offerings. Teachers worked harder preparing for
their classes. Choices developed in the teachers a more
positive attitude toward children: such a needed ingredient
is essential for the success of any new program for pupils.
Teachers learned to work with a variety of people in
order to build an effective and valuable program. This
included parents, consultants, principals, pupils,
evaluators and fellow teachers. Perhaps the biggest
difference between voucher and non-voucher teachers is in
answer to the question of whether the demonstration benefits
pupils. Eighty-three percent of voucher teachers felt there
were benefits for pupils from the demonstration compared to
47
only thirty percent of non-voucher teachers.
Parents were pleased with the results of choices;
48
eighty percent approved in a 1973 survey. The programs
enabled parents to better know their children, their learning
styles, interests and special abilities. Parents became
better acquainted with their schools through involvement in
EVAC, openness of mini-schools, voucher expenditures and
staff conferences. Alum Rock parents exhibited high
interest in their schools before vouchering but by the close
47 Ibid.
48 Public School Voucher Demonstration, p. 20.
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of the second year, eighty-nine percent of the parents
surveyed indicated they believed vouchering would improve
the quality of education for their children. 49
Parents were forced, by choices, to make decisions
on what program was best for their child. The working
relationship between parents and staff provided a new role
for both and fostered an awareness that a multiplicity of
choices must be available to satisfy the needs of each
pupil. Over forty percent of the families with two or more
children selected different programs for different
children
.
Authority flowed upward from the voucher parent to
the teacher then on to the administration rather than flowing
downward in the traditional school scene.
A new type of budget evolved through vouchers, with an
income-outgo treatment of funds which followed the pupil,
and was presented in a form understandable to parents.
3ecause of choices, pupils were grouped according to
needs and interests, with both older and younger students
together in classes. The resultant design and execution of
choices by the voucher concept were created for the purpose
of improving the educational opportunities of the pupils of
Alum Rock. Far too many reforms are constructed to benefit
builders of curriculum or to provide administrative
49Education Vouchers , NIE, p. 10.
50 Ibid
. ,
p . 9
.
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pre-eminence. The choice of the consumer, for perhaps the
first time in American education, forced the producers of
education to establish a market conducive to meeting pupils'
needs in order to obtain the necessary resources to
maintain their programs. Alum Rock took a risk which is an
essential ingredient to evoke change. The rewards appear to
justify the gamble for the future needs and values required
for entrance into adulthood by the pupils in this California
school district.
New programs based on the use of choices through
vouchers are planned in East Hartford, Connecticut and
several school districts in New Hampshire. In East Hartford,
Connecticut, the Parent's Choice Project is an open
enrollment plan to allow parents the choice of sending their
children to the public or private school which best meets
their needs. The plan became operational in November of
1975 and will permit parents to enroll their children in the
schools other than those available in their own neighborhood,
if seats are available and parents will provide transportation
costs. A $69,000 grant from NIE will enable East Hartford
parents to have a decision in the selection of a school
program for their children.
In New Hampshire, the school districts of Allenstown,
Candia, Deerfield, Hollis and Hooksett will allow parents of
pupils in grades kindergarten through twelve the choice of
selecting their school and school program. Projected to
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start in the fall term of the 1976 school year, a
feasibility and planning session for these communities has
been underway since 1974. The New Hampshire Legislature
passed an Enabling Act permitting private and public
schools to participate in their choice experiment. The
experiment will encompass the use of secondary schools and
may well be the first choice program involving school
systems in contiguous districts in the neighboring state of
Massachusetts. Attending pupils may select from a variety
of choice programs in either local or neighboring schools
which may be public or privately operated "subject only
to whatever constraints the society legislatively believes
51
is essential to social well being....
As writer Kenneth J. Rabben suggested in an article
in the Boston Herald on July 13, 1975, "It is fitting that
this vitally important experiment to break government's
monopoly over education by using free-enterprise concept
will take place, in one of the original states to declare
its independence 200 years ago, whose motto is, Live free
or die." 52
5
^Melvin J. Severance III, Project Director, Education
Vouchers, Study and Planning Project: Phase I, Interim
Report (Manchester, New Hampshire: Education Voucher
Project)
, p . 107
.
52Boston Herald, 13 July 1975.
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Summary and Conclusions of
Literature and Research
In summary, this chapter represents an overview of
the early history and origin of consumer choices as
pronounced by Paine, Smith, Hill and Friedman. By
controlling the input of resources, they hoped to
measurably effect achievement or output by the learner or
consumer. A look at the origin and early history of
performance contracting, from Blaschke to Gary, Indiana, was
an attempt to assess payment for services with the measured
achievement of the learner.
A review of selected change theorists from Wilkening,
Rogers, Lewin, Havelock and Schmuck presents important
implications for persons considering educational change for
secondary schools. Alum Rock's experiment with consumer
choices provides the reader with an account of a change
theory in actual operation.
In conclusion, the efforts, theories and research by
a variety of people indicate a continuing attempt to change
schools in an unrelenting effort to provide more meaningful
and relevant learning environments for pupils in this nation
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES FOR IMPLEMENTING THE STUDY
Purpose of the Study
Included in this chapter is a description of the
purpose of this dissertation, the study population, an
explication of the schools surveyed, relevant procedures
and methodology employed, and the instrumentation utilized
to collect the findings.
This study was based on the hypothesis that the
documentation of successes and failures experienced by
schools which have adopted choice programs would provide
a series of useful indicators for others planning and
implementing consumer choice programs.
A comprehensive analysis was made of high schools
with successful and unsuccessful choice programs to
determine the factors leading to success or failure. The
analysis was effected through the use of structured
interviews, personal visits, and teacher and student
questionnaires
.
Study Population: Schools Surveyed
The study population consisted of three school
districts with choice programs on the secondary level:
Community High School and Earthworks in Ann Arbor, Michigan;
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Marshall University High School, a part of Southeast
Alternatives in Minneapolis, Minnesota; and Quincy Senior
High II, located in Quincy, Illinois.
These schools were selected for the following
reasons: (1) all of the districts had adopted choice
programs for an entire school; (2) they were public high
schools, offering seven or more choice programs; and (3)
the programs had been in operation for two or more years.
Ann Arbor is an elite college oriented community,
located in Eastern Michigan, with a population of
approximately 100,000 of whom 35,000 either attend or are
a part of the University of Michigan. The middle to upper
middle class citizenry derive a large portion of their
income from aerospace research and the auto industry in
nearby Detroit. Politically, Ann Arborites consider
themselves to be conservatives, although the liberal
aura of the university has a subtle influence on many
factors, especially education.
Ann Arbor schools have been cited by James B. Conant
in The American High School Today (1959) as one of the ten
most comprehensive high schools in the nation. Huron and
Pioneer, their "college oriented" high schools, consistently
turn out approximately one dozen "Merit Scholars" yearly.
Michigan's nineteenth century governors were concerned
because the city's public schools were better, in mid-
century, than the University of Michigan.
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Community High School, opened in September 1971, is
housed in the former Jones Elementary School on North
Division Street. It contains grades nine through twelve,
with an enrollment of four hundred twenty students. In
this "Parkway" or "City as the School" climate, no bells
ring and pupils may select from over four hundred choice
programs offered at various times during the 0 A.M. to 10
P.M. school day. Pupils may design their own course of
study or obtain credit for an educational experience in
the community.
The faculty consists of twenty-four teachers,
including a Dean and Assistant Dean for administration.
The demographic data included in this chapter has been
drawn from the responses obtained through a staff survey
questionnaire. (Questionnaire may be found in the
appendices F and G.) Six of the male teachers who responded
to the survey have been employed at Community High School
for four years; whereas nine of the eleven female respondents
have been employed there for four year's. The average
number of years of educational experience for male teachers
was seven years while female teachers averaged twelve years.
Six of the male teachers completing survey forms have a
masters degree and two have credits beyond the masters
level. Eight of eleven female teachers responding have
masters degrees and five have credits beyond the masters.
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Earthworks or Pioneer II started in October 1971
^ former Ann Arbor book depository building located on
North Maple Road. This is their second home, the first
being a portable classroom situated in the rear area of
Pioneer High School. It is nongraded, but generally
contains pupils in grades nine through twelve. Its current
enrollment is sixty-four pupils and the school is in
session from 8 A.M. to 3 P.M.
This school, with a permanent faculty of two teachers
and as many as seven resource people, is entirely a student-
planned school. Choice programs change each semester in
response to pupil needs. In 1975, over forty programs
were in operation. Organized programs for Earthworks pupils
are also available at Huron, Pioneer and Community High
Schools, the University of Michigan, Washtenaw Community
College, Ann Arbor Cable TV, American Red Cross, St. Joseph
Hospital, Ypsilanti State Hospital, and the Ann Arbor
Recreation Department. Graduation is usually a picnic
breakfast with friends and families. No grades are given
and the pupil has the choice of deciding what he needs to
know to function cooperatively in his environment.
The two permanent staff members are both males with
four years of experience at Earthworks. One has a masters
degree with twelve years of experience and the other has a
bachelors degree with fourteen years in education. The
resource people consist of two females with bachelors
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degrees; one has three years of experience while the other
has one year. Both are in their first year at Earthworks.
The three male resource members have bachelors degrees.
One has eighteen years in education while the other two
are in their first year. All three have been at Earthworks
for one year.
In Minneapolis, Minnesota, the Southeast Community is
one of ten districts and is bordered by the Mississippi River,
railroad yards, flour mills, residential areas, shopping
centers, and the main campus of the University of Minnesota.
The Southeast area is a microcosm of the city: it is home
to the poor and the blacks, radical students and the more
politically conservative residents, the unskilled and the
unemployed, the tenured professors and the "first families"
of Minneapolis as well as the latest transient arrivals.
Southeast's population of 30,000 is basically middle
class in their economic outlook, conservative in their
political style and individualistic in their educational
philosophy. The heterogeneity of the Southeast Minneapolis
community makes it an ideal environment in which to
demonstrate that public schools can successfully offer
significant and meaningful choices.
Marshall-University High School is situated on South-
East Fifth Street in Minneapolis. The choice of this old
colonial brick building, on the edge of the University of
Minnesota's huge campus, resulted from the merger of
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Marshall High and the University of Minnesota's laboratory
school. It was created in 1968, and has a faculty of fifty
teachers and an administrative staff of principal and
assistant principal. Marshall-University High is located
in the Southeast community and offers courses from 8 A.M.
to 3 P.M.
The 832 pupils of Marshall-University operate on a
trimester plan and may choose among single subject area
discipline courses, interdisciplinary studies or independent
directed study. Implicit in the instructional modes is the
thought that learning is not always confined to a school
building, nor is the school to be isolated from the
community. Marshall-University High School is, above all
else, strongly centered in the community of Southeast.
Choice making by students, teachers and parents has
become the basic way of school life for all members of the
Southeast Alternatives program. With a strong belief that
visitors should not interrupt the educational process, this
school would not permit the distribution of survey forms
among the staff and pupils.
The city of Quincy, Illinois, with a population of
about 50,000, is bordered on one side by the Mississippi
River and on the other three sides by fertile, rolling
farmlands
.
Agriculture is the primary source of income for its
number of industrial manufacturers arecitizens. A growing
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located in the "downtown" portion of the city. They
include television equipment manufacturers, air compressor
plants, food processing plants, pattern making firms,
mineral processing businesses and printing plants. With
three miles of frontage on the Mississippi, river traffic
and boating also play a role in the economy. This sprawling,
growing city has no definite slums but is home to an average
middle class population. The Quincy Chamber of Commerce
lauds its city as the "Heartland of America."
Quincy contains fifty-three churches of various
denominations; at one time it was the central home for the
Mormons. Quincy College, a Jesuit ordered institution,
provides an air of intellectual pride to this conservative
community.
The city was the site of a ten year longitudinal study
by Robert Havighurst. The study, called Growing Up in River
City, identified high school age drop-out prone students
with learning difficulties, in the city school system.
Quincy Senior High II (Quincy II) is located in an
ultra-modern glass and brick building on Maine Street in a
suburban section of the city. The 1500 pupils in grades
eleven and twelve may select programs from among seven
different areas: Traditional, Flexible, Program to
Individualize Education, Fine Arts, Career, Work Study and
Special. No bells signal the end of classes and pupils
move at set times from classes within and outside of
the
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school plant. Quincy II is in operation from 8 A.M. until
4 P.M. each week day.
Quincy II, opened in September 1973, has a staff of
eighty-five teachers, one principal and one assistant
principal. Seventy-seven of the eighty-five teachers on
the staff completed choice survey forms, thirty-two female
teachers and forty-five males. Only three female teachers
were in their first year at Quincy II; male teachers
completing forms were in their second to twenty-seventh
year. The average time served at Quincy II was six and a
half years for female teachers and eight years for males.
The female teachers have been in education for an average
of eleven years and the males, thirteen years. Thirty-one
female teachers have bachelors degrees, seventeen have
masters degrees, five have work beyond the masters. One
female's degree was unknown. Forty-five males have
bachelors degrees, forty-three have masters degrees,
seventeen have graduate credits beyond the masters and
three males have doctoral degrees.
In summary, the three schools surveyed were located
in cities of moderate to large populations. All viewed
themselves as basically conservative politically and have
colleges or universities located within their school borders.
All the schools offered their pupils a diversity of choice
programs in a series of non-traditional settings. These
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courses were maintained by experienced staffs and were
held in a variety of educational settings.
Procedures and Methodology
The schools surveyed in the study were chosen on the
basis of having operated for two academic years, and for
having seven or more consumer choice offerings available
for high school credit upon the successful completion of
each program. They were secondary level programs,
functioning in grades nine through twelve, of various pupil
enrollment sizes, public in operation, and operating within
the confines of their present schools. The. schools represent
three different states and provide a national cross-
sectional view of consumer choice adoption rather than a
restricted parochial vision.
Each school was first contacted by telephone. The
nature and purpose of the project was explained to ascertain
their willingness to participate in the proposed study.
The telephone call was directed to the superintendent of
the school district, who sometimes referred the request to
the principal of the high school or the project director oi
their choice programs for confirmation of visitation plans.
A personal letter followed up each telephone call. A copy
of this letter is included in appendix A. The letter was
mailed either to the high school principal or to the
director of the choice program. It contained the rationale
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the proposed study, a request to use questionnaires
and permission to tape replies to a set of structured
questions, and a final confirmation of the visitation dates.
Information about the schools, programs and the
community was also requested from the schools in
preparation for this investigator's visit. It was essential
that valuable visiting time be spent obtaining information
on the inception and the development of choice programs
rather than on expending effort gathering information already
available in pamphlets and booklets. Such preparation
thereby enabled the investigator, during the personal visits,
to obtain material dealing directly with the dissertation's
purpose and reduce the measured prose produced by schools
for the expectant ears of visitors.
A minimum of two days was spent on observation and
interviewing at the surveyed schools. Personal visits
were included to allow an extra dimension to the study of
choice programs, that is, in viewing the actual operation
of the concept in a real-life school situation.
Requests were made to each school for a room or area
where interviews could take place and, if possible, for a
list of names of those involved in the planning stages of
their choice programs. Copies of all survey instruments to
be employed in gathering information at a school were
provided for the superintendent, director or principal of
the choice schools.
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The visit to a school started at the office of the
superintendent
,
principal or program director, for
purposes of scheduling visitations and making notes of any
changes in plans by the school. Often it was impractical
or impossible to adhere to visitation schedules because
of unexpected events, the specific requests by staff for
new meeting times, or the sudden emergence of a new source
of information about the topic.
Each new school and staff informant required a
specific explanation of the purpose and the rationale
for the visit and the study. Often the depth of detail
depended directly on the interest of the person or on his
role in the development of the program.
A specific individual was found to handle the
responsibility for passing out and collecting staff and
pupil response forms in each school. This person usually
turned out to be someone interested in the study, devoted
to the school or just warm and considerate.
Two or more members of the original planning committee
for each choice school were identified as a minimum criteria
for the structured interviews at each school. One or two
parents and several pupils were target numbers established
as "musts" for interviewing. Tape recorders were used in
all instances unless they were specifically prohibited by
those interviewed.
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This investigator found that one effective method
of dispersing information on the purpose of the study to a
cross-section of the staff was to meet at lunch with them
and answer questions on why the investigator came hundreds
of miles to their school to seek information on innovative
change
.
Information from teachers was gathered by means of
questionnaires and by personal interviews at the members'
schools. Pupils were questioned by means of choice forms
and to a limited extent, by personal interviews to record
their feelings and reactions to the school's programs. The
structured interview enabled this investigator to record
opinions from school leaders, administrators, parents and
other persons involved with choice development.
In summary, a personal visit was made to each
selected school for the purpose of surveying, recording and
observing first-hand the development, implementation and
adoption of consumer choice programs in three selected
school districts.
Instrumentation
Three major instruments were developed and utilized
to gather information to support or deny the major premise
or hypothesis of the study. Samples of these instruments
may be found in appendices B, C and D.
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The instruments used were: (1) the Structured
Interview Form, (2) the Pupil Response Form, and (3) the
Staff Response Form. Personal observations were also an
integral part of the study process.
The in-depth analysis was made through the
utilization of seven questions pertaining to choice programs:
(1) Where did the idea for a program of choices come from
in the selected schools? (2) How did the selected schools
prepare for the change to choice programs? (3) What were
some of the major difficulties experienced during the change
to choice programs? (4) Have the selected school districts
been consistent in applying their commitment to the concept
of choices? (5) How did the citizens of the school districts,
involved with choice programs, become aware of the changes?
(6) What are some of the major perceived values of a
choice program, as evidenced at the selected schools? and
(7) Are there any future plans for change in the selected
schools involved with choice programs? The survey
instruments also assisted to corroborate findings from the
many informants who participated.
This investigator developed the instruments with the
guidance and assistance of his doctoral committee. Each
specific instrument underwent three major revisions in form,
content, and substance. The fourth revision occurred
after being successfully tested in October of 1975 by a
class of doctoral students who were studying innovations.
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Complete copies of all three instruments were
presented to the principal or program director of the
selected choice schools. These schools had been apprised,
in their letter of confirmation concerning the planned
visit, that three instruments would be used to gather
facts in their school during the course of this
investigator's call.
The Pupil Response Form was designed to be brief, with
a completion time of approximately five to eight minutes.
Anonymity was purposely incorporated to enable each
respondent to be candid. The forms were distributed by
teachers in homerooms or classes without any instructions or
detailed information, other than that explanation detailed
on the questionnaire itself.
Pupils were given fifteen minutes to complete the
form. The questionnaires were administered in grades nine
or eleven, entering levels in most high schools, and in grade
twelve. The responses obtained from the grade nine students
provided this investigator with information regarding the
actual existence of the choice programs. Since these
grade nine students were not involved with the original
efforts in adoption of the choice program, they were judged
to be, as students, the most appropriate to determine
whether or not the school provided choices. ihe grade
twelve students were identified in an effort to ascertain
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and document the extent to which the choice program had
changed in the past few years.
The Pupil Response Form consisted of seven questions
arrayed on one mimeographed sheet of paper and answerable
by a single check mark placed alongside any or all of four
descriptive responses. Only the response "other" (explain)
required a rather detailed written explanation by the
respondent. The questions were designed to gather material
from those directly involved and immediately affected by
changes in the school's offerings and administration.
Question one requested the name of the school, grade
and sex of the respondent. Questions two through eight
centered on substantiating whether the pupils in a choice
program were there by choice and if they felt that there
were indeed choices in the offerings available at their
school. An example of the type of questions presented
would be as follows:
How did you become a pupil at this school?
Assigned by school officials
My parents suggested I attend
I freely selected it due to choice
program
Other (explain)
This manner of question enabled this investigator
to determine if a school was consistent in applying their
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choice concept. If pupils truly had choices, they could
decide not to attend this school.
Other questions sought to determine how pupils
selected their courses. Was there actually choice involved
or perhaps only the appearance of choice? One question
asked, "Have you assisted in the planning of any choice
programs?" Again, the purpose was to discover whether
these schools, geared to an alternate philosophy of
educating pupils, allowed students to take a real, active
role in high level or low level decision-making or any
function in planning their innovative programs.
The Structured Interview Question Form consisted of
one mimeographed sheet containing nineteen directed
questions on the change process involved in adopting choice
programs and one open-ended question. Each respondent was
handed a copy of the interview questions by this
investigator with an explanation of the purpose and
rationale behind them. Interview time ran from a minimum
of thirty minutes to a maximum of slightly over an hour.
All structured interviews were audio taped, except in a few
isolated cases. In these instances where the interviewed
person refused to be taped, this investigator attempted to
keep a written record of the interview. Free use of the
interviews was requested and granted by each respondent
for use in the study.
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The questions were intended to take the informant
from the origin of the choice idea, through its planning
stages, if any, to the roles specifically played by the
superintendent and school board in developing changes and
disseminating and measuring its response in the school and
community; concluding with a look at any future plans by
the school.
The direct question, "What attracted the school
towards programs of choice?" instantly involved the
informant in recalling how the school staff, parents,
pupils and others became engrossed in efforts to bring
something new to their school. Each question directed the
respondent deeper into the entire realm of recalling the
various stages of planning and the residual events
encompassing the entire process. The open-ended question,
"Any advice for schools planning to adopt a choice program?"
was calculated to discover if there was any consistency
in the advice given and also to see if the respondents in
an open situation would provide any personal unsolicited
information concerning their experience with the choice
program.
Twenty-eight interviews were held at the three
selected choice schools. Twelve people were interviewed at
Ann Arbor, Michigan, home of Community High School and
Earthworks. They included the following: Superintendent
Harry Howard, Assistant Superintendent Emerson Powrie, Tom
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David, teacher (Earthworks)
,
Liz Grey, Marion Halliday and
Betty Anderson, teachers (Community)
,
Wiley Brownlee, Dean
(Community), Mike Jonas, pupil (Community), Jane Taylor,
parent (Community--also secretary in administration office)
,
John Sayad, parent (Earthworks)
,
Allen Scrieber, teacher-
principal (Earthworks), and John Hanson, counselor
(Community)
.
The rationale for the variety of interviews was to
minutely probe for the reasons why the change in Ann Arbor
failed, according to this investigator's definition of
failure. The results could also corroborate information
provided by Lawrence Dolp's article in the June, 1973 issue
of Phi Delta Kappan titled "Why Ann Arbor's School Revolution
Failed." Many people were interviewed due to the time lag
of three years since the inception of the innovation and
the general amnesic qualities of some remembrances.
Eight people were interviewed at Marshall-University
(MU) High, Southeast Alternatives in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
They were: James Kent, director and former principal of
MU, Rodey French, parent and treasurer of project, Susan
Gammell, parent (MU), Joan Williamson, teacher (MU), Jan
Rice, parent (MU) , secretary for the project, Elizabeth
Fuller, parent (MU) , Thel Kocher, evaluator for the project
and Nadine Borchardt, teacher (MU)
.
Eight people were interviewed at Quincy Senior High
II, Quincy, Illinois. They were: Brandt Crocker, Assistant
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Superintendent, Donald Price, director of Title Three,
Shirley Webster, parent (Quincy II, also secretary to the
project), Mildred Shrout and Dwight Connelly, teachers
(Quincy II), Larry Million, director of fine arts (Quincy
II), John Anderson and Jean Smith, cooperating teachers
(Quincy II)
.
The Staff Response Form consisted of two mimeographed
sheets of paper, containing sixteen items; five requested
personal information from the respondents and eleven required
answers concerning their views on the choice program.
Unlike the pupil questionnaires, normally completed in a
classroom by pupils, the staff forms were to be completed
by the teachers during their selected time. Completion
time for the two page form was approximately eight to ten
minutes. Completed forms were returned to a designated
teacher or the director's office. The returns on the
staff forms were anonymous to allow for freedom of response
and also to protect the identity of the respondent.
The questions were answerable by a single check mark,
only the response "other" (explain) required the respondent
to give a detailed written reply. Questions one through
five requested specific information about the informant,
such as: position, sex, grade taught, school, levels of
experience and educational background. These questions
provided a closer examination of the experiential level
of
the teachers in the choice schools, as well as
presenting
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information to determine if there was a perceptible degree
of turn-over of staff members due to the transpositional
aspects of the choice schools.
/ *•
Listed in a sequential manner were eleven questions
designed to record a teacher's view of the development and
implementation of their choice program. The questions
brought the teacher into recalling the past events with:
Assuming that choice programs are a change, how did
the school become aware of the need for change?
Community dissatisfaction with previous
program
Outside evaluation of the school
Administration wanted change
Other (explain)
.
The questionnaire sought to discover what influenced
the decision to change, the problems encountered, the
difficulty to add new choices and future plans for change.
Several questions were included to reinforce or corroborate
those found on the structured interview and the pupil
response form to determine how individuals became involved
in the program.
There were two open-ended questions: one asked
respondents for advice in planning a choice program,
while
the other requested an explanation by the informant
of the
term "choice program." The purpose of the
open-ended
questions was: (1) to allow for personal input
about his
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previous experience. The results, hopefully, could provide
this investigator with some indicators or avenues of
commonality in the various routes taken by the schools to
achieve their innovative programs. (2) Perhaps a
classroom teacher, involved in the program but not the
process might view the manner of achieving that end
differently than planners, implementers and adopters.
(3) There was a need to discover if any consistency
existed in the planning advice offered. (4) Did the personnel
in all the schools surveyed, define the term "choice
program" in a similar manner.
Personal observation is a necessary component of an
intensive study of a problem involving schools. The
experienced eyes of this investigator could see people,
things and events which often are not discerned by the
finest of instruments, thereby adding another dimension to
the stereoscopic view planned for each school. To see and
talk to people first hand about their innovative programs
while actually viewing the operational aspects of them,
can add greatly to background information.
In summary, a variety of instruments were used:
structured interviews, pupil response forms and staff
response forms for the purpose of gathering information to
refute or substantiate a hypothesis. Personal observations
were also a factor in the study. Their purpose was to
gather supplementary and detailed information on how a
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school system was consciously changed through a series of
designed steps from a traditional method of providing for
the educational needs of learners to a series of multiple
choices for learning skills, attitudes and mores in a
secondary school setting.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH ANALYSIS AND SURVEY RESULTS
Analysis of Research Hypothes is
The purpose of this chapter is to report on the
findings from the study. The analysis of the research
hypothesis and the results from the survey instruments
will be presented.
The in-depth analysis of the research hypothesis
that the successes and failures of schools adopting choice
programs should provide a viable process or considerations
to assist those attempting to successfully implement
consumer choice programs will be pursued through the
exploration of seven pertinent questions dealing with such
programs in the three selected high schools. The questions
are as follows: (1) Where did the idea for a program of
choices come from in the selected schools? (2) How did the
selected schools prepare for the change to choice programs?
(3) What were some of the major difficulties experienced during
the change to choice programs? (4) Have the selected school
districts been consistent in applying their commitment to
the concept of choices? (5) How did the citizens of the
school districts involved with choice programs become
aware of the changes? (6) What are some of the major
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perceived values of a choice program as evidenced at the
schools? and (7) Are there any future plans for change
in the selected schools involved with choice programs?
Answers to these questions are constructed from
assembled findings collected at the schools by means
of structured interviews, personal observations, staff
survey questionnaires, pupil response forms and other
supplementary materials supplied by the surveyed high
schools. Structured interviews and personal observations
are not completely reproduced, instead edited portions
of audio taped interviews and observations are used in
this chapter. The names and locations of audio taped
interviews are identified. The findings are described in
a narrative style and in each instance encompass information
from each of the surveyed schools.
Survey Results
1 . Where did the idea for a program of choices come from
in the selected schools ?
In Quincy, Illinois, Assistant Superintendent Brandt
Crocker responded that, "These concepts, as I remember,
had tremendous appeal to me.... They presented a challenge
to see if it were possible to get over the many mountains
that kept occurring as (I) started to think about them.
What if all the teachers went one way and the pupils
another? Are there distinct options that would be available?
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Would there be teachers attracted to that option?" Crocker
assisted in the development of an alternate program called
the Project to Individualize Education (PIE) in 1971
which was designed to better meet the needs of Quincy
pupils desiring to work and attend school.
Havighurst's study. Growing Up in River City
,
had
made school officials aware of the drop-out prone pupil
with learning difficulties in their city. Crocker
continued, "We had developed one program, the PIE Alternative,
and saw many good things happening to teachers and kids. We
also saw many others who were not part of the program having
negative feelings about it. But because of these values
that were occurring to people inside the program, a growing
commitment to their work and the whole idea of ownership,
of experience and how they feel, (was) very valuable. We
saw that gradually, rather than making every teacher into a
PIE teacher, that perhaps there were several different kinds
of programs, each distinctly different as we could make
them, and then make that available, not only to teachers to
develop schools but to kids so that there would be different
kinds of environments for different kinds of kids.
Crocker discussed a multitude of new ideas with
people such as Nate Blackman, Mario Fantini, Richard Foster,
Daniel Fader and Dwight Allen. "I'm not a reader of
professional material," said Crocker, "or a conference
I get stimulated by dialogues with variousattender
.
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in education such as Robert Glaser/ Harvey Scribner/
Mario Fantini and Dick Foster. I remember Dwight Allen
saying, 'The further out you get, the clearer you can see
around you."'
Everyone interviewed at Quincy pointed to Brandt
Crocker as the chief person responsible for moving their
school towards Education By Choice (E3C)
.
Donald Price, the Title III Director at Quincy said,
''We took a look around at the individualized education at
Cairo, Illinois and the flexible scheduling and open
education at Decatur, Illinois, and open education at Mason
City, Iowa."
The school board at Quincy provided eight thousand
dollars ($8,000) to permit staff members to visit throughout
the country in order to view new educational ideas.
Educational leaders from around the country were invited to
Quincy to speak to and visit with the professional staff.
These people included Merrill Harmin of Southern Illinois
University; Marvin Rosen, Superintendent of Schools in South
St. Paul, Minnesota; John Patzwald, Principal of Mason
City, Iowa High School; and Dwight Allen, Dean of the School
of Education of the University of Massachusetts.
Teacher Mildred Shrout of Quincy visited Hopkins
High in Mankato, Minnesota which is an open school, and
Bishop Ryan in LaHavre, Illinois to view their individualized
program. Other staff members visited innovative schools in
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Nebraska and Missouri. Mildred Shrout claimed that the
PIE program created a new atmosphere at the high school,
"Teachers began to see that we were all going to do that,
thus threatening some, while others felt there must be
other ways to teach pupils; thus from this openness, came
the idea for other choices at Quincy II."
Larry Million, Director of the Art Choice at Quincy
II, felt that the teachers provided some of the ideas for
choices, "probably the recognition they were not meeting
the needs of all pupils they were dealing with, and
thinking perhaps there were some better ways--some things
tried by individual teachers that went kind of away from
normal things being done. Some were successful, some were
not. Things that were successful pointed out the fact that
other ways will work in educating pupils."
Mario Fantini cites Quincy II in his books and
articles as a beacon for choice programs. From discussions,
it appears that the concept of choices attracted Fantini
to Quincy after the various programs were operational.
Southeast Alternatives, in Minneapolis, home of
Marshall-University High, had as its superintendent John
Davis who had been a member of President Johnson’s Science
Advisory Committee. James Kent, director of Southeast
Alternatives and former principal of Marshall-University
High said, "John Davis' experience on the Science Advisory
Committee made him aware of the failures of the massive
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reform efforts of the 1960 's based on Ford Foundation
reports. It also made him aware of the positive long range
goals that the government might play in facilitating
educational change in large urban city school districts.''
Susan Gammell, a parent member of the planning
committee at Marshall-University emphasized, "We visited
Fargo-Moorehead in North Dakota which is an innovative
school and the open education programs in Stapleton and
Mankato, Minnesota." Rodney French, a planning member and
the treasurer of Southeast Alternatives pointed out,
"Committee members went to Metro High in Chicago, Illinois
and to the Parkway Program in Philadelphia. One group
spent a summer in England studying the British innovations,
especially Featherstone ' s open education school." "All
planning team members," continued Susan Gammell, "read
Silberman's Crisis in the Classroom plus John Holt, Ivan
Illich
,
Jonathan Kozol, George Leonard and several other
critics of public schools." "They thought," according to
Gammell, "this is what is happening in schools. Vie read
everything available on the educational market in paperbacks
to give us a sense of direction .... the committee figured,
let's go from hereJ"
James Kent felt that the genesis of the choice
programs resulted from a diversity of factors. (1)
Southeast had a history of starting the first and second
continuous progress programs in Minneapolis; (2) largo
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groups of parents were responsible for creating the first
open school in Minneapolis; (3) a group of people were
interested in starting a free school in Southeast, something
that had never been in a public school system before; (4)
in part, it was based on the failure of the schools to
respond to the needs of all pupils; (5) the diverse
expectations of the parents; and (6) the willingness of
many faculty members at Southeast to change things."
The visits and interviews left the expressed concern
of many at Southeast that the idea of choice programs at
Southeast Alternatives can not be solely attributed to one
person or one set of factors— it was a combination of
things
.
Ann Arbor public schools, in 1970, were torn by racial
strife, stabbings, riots, teacher strikes, rape and even the
burning of the central administration office. Wiley
Brownlee, Dean of Community High School said succinctly,
"Ann Arbor was afraid of their kids I" Pioneer and Huron High
Schools were closed. School board meetings were filled with
demanding and frightened blacks, enraged whites and militant
teacher spokesmen. From 1958 to 1963, the city doubled in
size. Schools built to contain 300 pupils often housed 600
and took on the appearance of trailer courts with rows of
portable classrooms. A group of self-styled radical
teachers called "60 for Change" charged that the curriculum
coddled the elite and failed the vulnerable pupils.
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The Ann Arbor School Board, in a community atmosphere
of outrage and indignation over school happenings, hired
Bruce McPherson as their new educational leader. He was
fresh from the Philadelphia wars where he had been a policy
planner for Mark Shedd. The Ann Arbor Board felt McPherson
could help to bring change and a semblance of tranquility to
their school system. With his own ideas on making change,
McPherson brought in his team of executive aides from
Philadelphia. Among them was Steven Daniels, a brilliant
young innovator who was assigned the task of bringing some
rapid change into the Ann Arbor schools. Allen Screiber,
teacher-principal at Earthworks said, "McPherson gave Steve
Daniels the almost singlehanded job of setting up Earthworks
(Pioneer II) and later Community High." According to
Assistant Superintendent Emerson Powrie, "McPherson's gang
swept in to turn Ann Arbor Schools upside down."
Daniels contacted teachers from the militant group
"60 for Change" to serve as planning members. Betty
Anderson, a teacher at Community and Liz Grey, a member of
the "60 Group" and now a teacher at Community, pointed out
that "Daniels took a group of six planning members to
Philadelphia to see the Parkway Program. They also visited
Metro High in Chicago and Mankato in Minnesota, plus other
innovative schools in the Illinois and Michigan area.
Assistant Superintendent Powrie claimed, "Steve Daniels
was the "founding father" of both Pioneer II (Earthworks)
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and later Community High. Many of his ideas for Earthworks,
involving grades nine through twelve, were based upon the
"Vermont Plan" and Steven was the "seedman" while others
assisted in watering the new concept. Community became
almost a carbon copy of Parkway.
"McPherson felt," according to Marion Holliday, a
teacher at Community, "he had a mandate for change."
Unfortunately, the school board, according to Betty Anderson,
a Community High teacher and former member of the planning
committee, "acted mostly as a rubber stamp" in approving the
change ideas presented by McPherson.
2 . How did the selected schools prepare for the change to
choice programs ?
In Quincy, Superintendent William Alberts requested
eight thousand dollars ($8,000) from the Quincy Board of
Education for planning. Brandt Crocker, his assistant
superintendent, was then placed in charge of exploring and
planning for change. Crocker, working through his building
principals, had them select by means of staff meetings
one representative from each secondary department to be a
planning committee member. Larry Million, from Quincy II,
indicated, "Everyone was encouraged to join the planning
committee from each department. Two or three members from
each department were the main committee. It was constantly
changing to allow the involvement of all teachers.
Mildred Shrout of Quincy II explained, "Parents,
teachers, pupils and administrators were involved in
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planning." Brandt Crocker belatedly said, "If I had to
do it over again, I would have had more participation by
the community." Committee members visited other innovative
schools throughout the mid-west, entertained innovative
educational leaders for committee in-service sessions.
Donald Price, Title III director, said, "Each time the
committee met, they began to accept some idea they saw in
other schools and rejecting others as not for us." Price
continued, "We held a workshop in the summer of 1970 and
received assistance from the University of Southern Illinois.
We had no preconceived idea of what the program would look
like but knew that if people had a share in the program,
they would be committed to an idea or philosophy and a
program.
"
A Saturday seminar in behavior modification, conducted
on a voluntary basis, drew one hundred teachers in Quincy.
Two-day workshops designed to provide elements that were
innovative, exemplary, adaptive and would attack the critical
educational needs of Quincy were conducted for teachers.
Crocker stated, "It is my experience when people are given
an opportunity to participate, accept that responsibility,
seek it out, that they tend to be responsible if first they
want responsibility and second if given the chance for real
responsibility they do act responsible. We spent many
months viewing many different schools and options that were
available. We had brainstorming sessions and people were
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blowing their minds at the kinds of schools possible."
Crocker further explained, "The whole process of moving
from the idea surrounding choices to the implementation
involved many, many people and many, many months, in fact,
well over a year. There was a lot of inservice connected
with that but a lot of the inservice was certainly related
to the development and clarification of what we got and how
they could be put together and what might happen to people
in the process and a lot of looking on the part of a very
active committee that was generally planning activities;
then the total faculty, in the terms of being involved in
workshops .
"
In Minneapolis, Superintendent of School John Davis,
according to James Kent, Director of Southeast Alternatives,
"was aware of the long range goals of the federal
government, under the experimental schools program, to
facilitate change in large urban districts." "He was a
pragmatist," explained Kent, "who was conscious of tne
unrest in the schools, on the campus at the University of
Minnesota, of growing parental dissatisfaction with
schooling and the courts movement towards integration in
urban schools. He carefully made plans to gather federal
funds to assist the city in its efforts to bring planned
change to its schools."
Susan Gammell, who was also supported by others
interviewed, indicated that members were named to the
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planning committee by James Kent. James Kent claimed, "He
was simply carrying out the directives of Superintendent
Davis." Rodney French, a planning member said, "The
planning committee consisted of James Kent, one assistant
Principal j.rom Marshall**University High, two elementary
school principals, two elementary classroom teachers and
three parents. Writers and consultants were supplied by
the Minneapolis School Department.*’ No pupils were involved
on the planning teams but they were allowed to speak at
the weekly forums held by the planning committee on
Saturdays to critique any plans to that point.
Susan Gammell explained, "The committee would write
for five days then on Saturday mornings they held an open
meeting where community parents, pupils or educators would
approve the changes, alter them or disapprove of their work.
The sessions lasted from one to six hours in length,
according to the topic. If time permitted on Fridays, the
school department would duplicate their work to date and
send it home to parents for their critique." Rodney French,
a planning member pointed out, "In the period from 1965 to
1970, various citizen groups tried for change but were, in
the beginning, frustrated because they were not organized
and had done no homework on their problems. They worked
purely on emotionalism, thus achieving little concrete
results outside of making noise at school board meetings.
"
French continued, "By 1970 to 1971, the committee was
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primarily interested in providing for their schools: (1)
humaneness, (2) individualism, and (3) community control
—
who should be involved in running the local schools."
Minneapolis was also concerned with the problem of
desegregating their schools, thus they attempted to tie
many things together in one package. Joan Williamson, a
teacher at Marshall-University High, succinctly described
the planning efforts at Southeast Alternatives as "people
sitting down together."
Betty Anderson of Ann Arbor, a planning team member,
said Steven Daniels "selected six secondary school teachers
to plan for change in the schools. Steven had a structured
program arranged for each meeting so that there was little
drift and things moved towards some type of an end." Betty
Anderson further stated, "The planning group met with
parents at coffee sessions, in homes, to explain their
progress and obtain reactions and ideas." Emerson Powrie
added rather sardonically, "Members of the change team were
idea men, not administrators. They could design a choo-
choo but couldn't drive it!" Liz Grey pointed out that
Daniels "handpicked the planning committee in July of 1971
and he selected specific teachers for planning purposes.
Allen Screiber, a member of the "60 for Change" group and
now a teacher at Earthworks explained, "Steve Daniels
destroyed the idea of a fixed curriculum in Ann Arbor.
McPherson gave him the job of setting up Earthworks and
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within six weeks he had set up the entire outline and
programs for the school. Mark Herald, husband of a
science teacher at Pioneer, wrote most of the plannino
guide based on the "Vermont Plan." Community High, a
Parkway designed school, was McPherson's own baby and
resolved a delicate political situation in Ann Arbor."
3 . What were some of the major difficulties experienced
during the change to choice programs ?
At Quincy II, Mildred Shrout said, "One of the
difficulties was convincing the parents that there were
different ways of getting educated today compared with
former times. Put another way, we had to apprise them that
there were many different ways of getting to Chicago from
Quincy." Donald Price pointed out that one of the major
problems for the teachers was to break out of their roles.
He said, "People struggled with their roles, who they were
and what were their wants. Sure enough, when we got into
the first meeting a rift occurred in the committee: one
third said, "What do you want us to do?": another third
said, "Let's watch and see what's going to happen." while
another group openly said, "Let's oppose the hierarchy.
Price continued, "We wanted to get the entire committee on
a horizontal basis; this was accomplished by having the
administrators make a pact that they were not going to
dominate the group." Price confided, "The thing that makes
change easier now is that people understand their roles
better. Change just threatens everybody from the student to
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the person in the district because it causes people to
rethink who they are and it raises anxiety levels, sometimes
to towering heights. Your involvement in this thing has to
be pretty wide to support things in the end. Many people
who attempt change ignore the human need to be supportive
when they step off the road map or do the reverse of what
is expected." Price touched on a vital problem in change,
as he stated, "Human anxiety and human feelings become a
very critical factor of the change process.
Brandt Crocker pinpointed a major issue in the change
to choice programs, "There is a tremendous amount of energy
needed to be involved in change. It is a very debilitating
kind of thing, from year to year, for it really tears up
the sap of a person. It takes a lot of strength to be
involved; it is much easier to stay on a plain, rather than
experience the highs and lows of being on the edge of
something. It is my feeling that once that spirit of
adventure, that sense of exhilaration leaves, one rather
stagnates and settles in., recognizing the analogy that it
is rather difficult to always remain on a high level of
performance year after year."
In Minneapolis, planning team member Susan Gammell
explained some of their difficulties with the change to
choice programs, "One thing we learned is that change is a
way of life now. No longer can we be task oriented
as we
used to be and arrive at any one place. If we are
going
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to continue meeting the needs of kids, then change is the
solution we are talking about and we must be constantly
changing to meet the kids' needs. It's not an easy process
for adults; it's a difficult process for adults because
they are oriented to achieve a task." Gammell continued,
"It's a difficult task but I'm thoroughly convinced that
perhaps we can learn to change because it is necessary and
better, without a confrontation."
Another big problem, countered Gammell, was that, "We
thought all the choice programs would move along at the
same rate. This did not happen for some programs just
didn't get off center such as the secondary program at
Marshall. When elementary pupils from other programs
pushed into the secondary, then the program began to move
and a kind of change started to take place. Secondary
schools are departmentalized thus the orientation is
different in the area of teacher preparation. It was not
very easy for them to deal with a child, for they deal with
a subject as opposed to dealing with children. It is more
difficult to make changes on the secondary level because of
the subject matter approach and the departmentalization. It
certainly was for Southeast Alternatives. Seems like the
type of orientation they have towards teaching (secondary
teacher preparation) makes it difficult to make the kind o^
comprehensive changes we are talking about." Rodney French,
a planning member in Minneapolis stated succinctly, A
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major issue is that implementation is a political process;
the generating of funding sources, or the entire resources
and then the mechanics of getting the change implemented."
Joan Williamson, a teacher at Marshall-University
High, pointed at a problem at that school, "Some feel
change is forced on them. These people said, "We'd better
do it for they want it done." without being sure who they
were. These people felt that they must blame someone else
for the changes at Marshall. There is a lot of fear in
change." Miss Williamson explained, "The first year of
the change to choices was very difficult for the teachers.
Some areas of Southeast lost their schools, others went on
a day-by-day basis. The teams have changed--we all have
changed tremendously." Miss Williamson, in a wistful mood,
interjected, "I think change is beautiful. We should look
at change and see what it really is and how we can be a
part of change!" The impression from the interviews and
visits leaves a rather speculative note of wondering
whether this is a universal feeling among the majority of
teachers at Marshall-University High School.
Ann Arbor grappled with several major difficulties
in the change to choice programs. John Hanson, a counselor
at Community, cited a long festering sore between the
choice schools and Huron and Pioneer which were the
traditional academic schools. He stated, "They (the stafi
at Huron and Pioneer) feel that Community was set up to
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resolve a surplus of pupils' problems and provide a
convenient place to send the off-beat students. The choice
programs are considered as competitors for the pupils in
Ann Arbor." Hanson continued, "If they (choice schools)
succeed, and grow, it would indicate that their type
(traditional schools) were wrong and Community and
Earthworks were right." Hanson further stated, "Many pupils
coming to Community have been advised against attending
because of the dismal picture outlined by counselors: an
atmosphere of sex, drugs and poor academics."
Ironically, many of the staff members pointed out in
interviews that Community High and Earthworks, in actual
percentages, turned out more college bound and Merit
scholars in the last two years than Pioneer and Huron.
Marion Ilalliday, a teacher at Community, listed several
problems in the change to choices: "(1) In the present
economy crunch, alternative schools may be the first to go
to save money; (2) things are calm in the city now, some
think there perhaps is no longer a need for alternatives;
and (3) perhaps many parents think alternative schools are
freaky and schools for ass holes. Community is called by
them "Ass Hole High."
Betty Anderson, a teacher and member of the planning
team at Community, felt their major problem now is money.
"Much of our original planning money went into repairing
the old Jones School for our secondary pupils. We
received
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fto federal moriGy
,
only city funds
. Nov/ in our present
crunch over millage for schools, Community may be cut
back." Wiley Brownlee, Dean of Community High, pointed out
a few insidiously grim problems resulting from change,
"The high excitement from change has resulted in a faculty
low. So much so that staff members are suggesting that I
cause a crisis to get everyone together again." But
Brownlee warns, "A show me what to do and I'll do it
personality won't survive here!"
Brownlee stated, "Things are also running v/ell for the
present generation of kids in the school. They have many
basic freedoms: of selecting classes, no hassles in the hall
if they want to smoke or rap with their girl--it's all there
for them! I feel they will allow a dictatorship to exist as
they look to the establishment to resolve problems in the
school. They just feel comfortable in dropping out of
things!" Perhaps Liz Grey, a teacher at Community and a
former member of the militant "60 for Change" group has
touched on a vital point in the problems of change in Ann
Arbor. She stated, "The people in Ann Arbor, after
McPherson imported change, never fully understood it nor was
it, perhaps, accepted by everyone."
4 . Have the selected school districts been consistent .^n
appIyTng~their commitment to the concept of choices ?
In Quincy, an insight into the answer to this question
is provided from data on the Pupil Response Form. Seventy-
five percent of the. pupils surveyed indicated they freely
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selected the choice programs while only seven percent
responded that they had been assigned to the program by
school officials; others pointed out that parents or school
counselors had suggested they enroll at the choice school.
For Quincy's secondary pupils there is no other public
high school in the city.
Eighty-three percent of the pupils questioned at
Quincy II indicated they freely selected their courses.
Again a small percentage responded that parents and
counselors assisted them in their choice making. A
resounding ninety-three percent of pupils surveyed answered,
"Yes" to the question, "Do you feel you have a choice in
the selection of your program?"
Quincy II teachers who responded to the Staff Survey
Form indicated that thirty-five percent of those surveyed
had been transferred to the choice programs from the former
Quincy Junior High School. Fifty-two percent of those
responding indicated they were teaching at the school during
the time of the change to choices. No staff member
interviewed indicated that he/she was at the school against
his/her wishes.
At Marshall-University High no survey questionnaires
were permitted by the administration. In an interview with
Joan Williamson, a teacher, the statement was made that
No.
all the teachers at Marshall are there by choice.
The
declining enrollments at the inner city high school
had
Ill
changed the status of some teachers, with few, if any
places to transfer to, thus teachers are frozen into their
jobs at Marshall." Visitations, discussions and interviews
failed to substantiate the number or the intensity of those
who served at Marshall-University High against their choice.
In Ann Arbor, the analysis of the Staff Survey pointed
out that seventy percent of the teachers responding had, by
choice, requested a transfer from other schools in the city
to Community or Earthworks. In the series of interviews,
discussions and visitations, no persons were found to be
employed at these schools against their choice.
Students at Ann Arbor stated on their Pupil Response
Forms eighty-nine percent had freely selected choice schools;
the remaining percentage of responders had selected the
choice program through the suggestions of their parents or
school counselor. Not a single respondent indicated he/she
had been assigned to the program by school officials. In
Ann Arbor, secondary pupils may select from among four
public high schools: two choice schools and two traditional
schools. Seventy-five percent of respondents denoted they
freely selected their courses. Again a percentage of
respondents indicated they were influenced by parents 0,-
school counselors. When all the respondents were asked if
they felt they had a choice in the selection of their
program,
ninety-nine percent indicated "Yes.
It
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Visitations, discussions and observations among
pupils in Marshall-University, Quincy II, Earthworks, and
Community failed to produce any pupils not in these schools
by their choice and taking courses chosen by them.
5 . How did the citizens of the school districts involved
with choice programs become aware of the changes ?
School personnel interviewed in Quincy II indicated
that the citizens were informed of change by many different
means. Mildred Shrout, a Quincy II teacher said, "The
community people (teachers) on the planning committee spread
the news of change by word of mouth and through being
interviewed by reporters from the local Quincy Herald-Whig .
Title III director, Donald Price, stated, 'They explained
it to parents, conducted home visits, made personal contacts
with parents and had small group meetings at the school.
Mostly it was accomplished through the faith people have in
teachers; they know we can be trusted!
Larry Million, a director at Quincy II, explained, 'We
ran a public relations outlet at the schools to inform the
community of the changes by means of the local paper,
bulletins sent home by pupils, radio, television (St. Louis,
Missouri channel) and meetings with parents at local
elementary schools. Assistant Superintendent Brandt
Crocker
stated, "Our yearly attitude survey run by the
Education
by Choice (EBC) Title III program in 1974,
showed that
parents in Quincy knew little about the rationale
for the
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choice program and did not feel highly involved in the
educational program."
Planning members at Southeastern Alternatives, in
Minneapolis, developed a highly sophisticated means to
relay information to citizens in the community. "We
contacted all the citizens," revealed Rodney French, a
planning member, "in a massive door-to-door campaign
and by this means composed a complete mailing list of all
parents of school aged children and of other citizens in
the community. When we had information to deliver to
parents, we used the mailing list or passed it out to
pupils in the schools for their parents." "The planning
team," explained French, "got the following groups working
together for change and sharing information: Parent,
Teacher and Student Association (PTSA) ; the Homes Renewal
Association (HRA) which was engaged in tearing down old
homes and improving others for neighborhood betterment;
University and District Improvement Association (UDIA) who
were trying to make Minneapolis a good place to live for
those in the district; and Southeast Minneapolis Planning
and Coordinating Commission (SMPCC) which feeds into the
city council any changes for the various projects in the
Southeast District." French stated, "The planning committee
simply plugged in the information on their proposed changes
and it filtered out to all corners of the school district.
Susan Garamell, another planning member pointed out, 'If
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there was time on Friday, we would have all the work
duplicated to date and sent home to parents for a critique
by means of the pupils. Parents could then appear at the
Saturday forums with suggestions or criticisms of our
efforts .
"
In Ann Arbor, Betty Anderson, a teacher and planner
from Community High said, "The planning group met with
parents at coffee sessions in private homes to explain their
programs and to obtain their reaction and ideas." Wiley
Brownlee, Community High's Dean, explained that "McPherson
spoke at Chamber of Commerce luncheons and with other civic
groups in Ann Arbor to explain the new programs. 51 Interviews
and discussions with staff members supported a concensus
that Steven Daniels "pretty much choreographed and controlled
the type of information released to the public on the change
programs." Thus a rather muted version of the change
process appeared to have been distributed among the citizens
of Ann Arbor.
6 . What are some of the major perceived values of a choice
program as evidenced at the selected schools?
In Quincy, the major perceived values of a choice
program are evident in the returned Pupil Response Forms.
Thirty-eight percent of the respondents checked, "It
involves me in decisions concerning my education." Thirty-
four percent replied "I can explore new areas for interest
and needs." Thirty-one percent of the pupil respondents
alleged "It makes me responsible for my own education.
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Quincy teachers, responding on the Staff Response
Forms, selected two values of a choice program: (1) sixty-
six percent of the respondents chose "better met various
needs of learners," and (2) twenty-two percent answered it
"allowed teachers a sense of ownership of courses."
Pupils taking choice programs in Ann Arbor felt that
there were three major values for them: (1) sixty-eight
percent of the respondents selected "I can explore new areas
for interests or needs," (2) sixty-one percent replied "It
makes me responsible for my own education" and (3) fifty
percent selected "It involves me in decisions concerning my
education .
"
Students in the Ann Arbor schools ranked the values
in different order than those reporting from Quincy. Ann
Arbor students ranked first "explore new areas for interest
or needs," whereas Quincy students ranked "Involves me in
decisions concerning my education" uppermost.
Ann Arbor teachers responding on the Staff Response
Forms indicated that there were two primary values of a
choice program: (1) sixty percent of the respondents
answered "better met various needs of learners," and fifty-
five percent indicated it "allowed teachers a sense of
ownership" of courses.
7 . Are there any future plans for chang e in the
selected
schools involved with choice programs?
Forty-two percent of Quincy's teachers who returned
answered that "No plans presentlyStaff Response Forms
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exist." Eleven percent of those responding indicated that
Future change depends upon federal/state funds." Five
percent of those teachers completing the form checked "A
standing committee of pupils, parents, teachers work on
revisions .
"
In a structured interview, Brandt Crocker divulged
plans to bring grades seven through ten into the choice
programs. "But, off-the-record, I haven't discussed this
with the faculty because I'm not sure how I would proceed
in tying the two schools together," confessed Crocker.
.
Larry Million, director of the art choices at Quincy II,
pointed out, "V7e are trying a new program in Art today
(November 7, 1975)."
Quincy has a Title III Project named Renewal whose
major purpose is to identify and stimulate the desire for
improvement and to mobilize local resources to effect
positive change as indicated in its brochure titled Renewal .
The Quincy School Department hosts an annual conference with
the objective being to meet and talk with students, teachers,
and administrators involved in innovative programs as
outlined in its pamphlet The Third Quincy Conference .
Invited to the conferences are nationally reknown educators
such as: Dr. Vito Perrone, Dr. John Goodlad, Dr. Arthur
Coombs and Dr. Michael Bakalis.
Thirteen percent of the seniors and twenty percent
of the junior students at Quincy suggested that "Pupils
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have more involvement in planning" when queried on changes
for future programs on the Pupil Response Form.
In Minneapolis, Joan Williamson, a teacher at Marshall-
University High discussed future plans, "I expect Southeast
Alternatives will continue to grow; the process of
parent and school working together will help ensure our
success." As James Kent, director of the Southeast
Alternative School, reiterated, "Southeast was planned to
bring a comprehensive change over a long period of time:
(a) revise curriculums of the schools, (b) institute teacher
training programs with the University of Minnesota, (c)
create a teacher center with the School of Education at the
University of Minnesota, (d) develop a strong level of
internal evaluation effort of teaching, (e) parental
governance of the schools, and (f) try to reorganize the
schools along the line of parent choice model. Change will
continue until these objectives are achieved for the
district .
"
Susan Gammell, a planning member at Southeast, best
answered the question on future change saying "...change is
a way of life now" in the school district.
The Staff Response Forms from teachers at Ann Arbor
indicated fifty-eight percent of those responding felt that
"No plans presently exist" for continued change.
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Fifty-nine percent of the students at Ann Arbor who
completed the Pupil Response Form suggested that "pupils
have more involvement in planning."
The impressions from visitations and discussions held
with staff, parents and management at Ann Arbor were ones
of tension, diffident expectations and perhaps even a sense
of quiet desperation when discussing future plans for
change
.
Introduction to Questionnaire Analysis
'This section contains the enumerated results from
the survey instruments used to gather information for the
study. The two instruments, described in chapter three,
are the Pupil Response Form and the Staff Response Form.
The Pupil Response Forms were individually given out in
the selected schools by teachers in Ann Arbor and Quincy.
Designated teachers passed out the Staff Response Form to
faculty members in Ann Arbor and Quincy. Minneapolis
school officials prohibited any use of survey instruments
in their schools.
In Ann Arbor's Community High, twenty-four forms were
distributed among the staff. Seventy-five percent of these
teachers completed and returned them. At Earthworks, in
Ann Arbor, seven forms were handed out to teachers, one
hundred percent of these teachers returned completed forms.
Eighty-five forms were given out to staff members at
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Quincy II; eighty-nine percent were completed and returned.
The high rate of returns resulted from the personal
attention given to the distribution and pick-up of the
forms by a staff member at each school.
At Community High, in Ann Arbor, a total of one
hundred fifty forms were handed out to pupils in grades nine
and twelve; sixty-seven percent of these pupils returned
completed forms. In Ann Arbor, at Earthworks, twenty-five
forms were given out among the pupils in grades nine through
twelve; sixty-eight percent of these pupils returned
completed forms. Two hundred fifty forms were distributed
to pupils at Quincy II in grades eleven and twelve; sixty-
one percent of these students completed and returned them.
The relatively low rate of pupil returns was due to
several factors: (1) In choice programs, an entire grade
level is seldom ever present at a single time, (2) classes
are mixed grade levels, making it difficult to obtain large
numbers in a grade level, and (3) teachers often neglected
to request the next class teacher to survey his/her class
at the change of classes.
The procedure for dealing with the survey results
follows this format: attention is centered on the
response for each numbered question from each selected
school, commencing with the Pupil Response Form. The same
course is pursued in dealing with the Staff Response
Form. The analysis is presented in a narrative style
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for consistency and continuity with other sections of the
dissertation. Results of the survey are presented in a
percentage form; complete itemized replies are in appendices
I and J. Any inequity of per cent results is due to pupil
and staff checking off more than one response selection to
a question. A concise analysis accompanies the total
response to each question.
Pupil Response Form
1 . How did you become a pupil at this school ?
In Ann Arbor, pupils at Community answered by an
eighty-eight percent margin "I freely selected it due to
choice program." Seventy-seven percent of the pupils at
Earthworks similarly answered in this manner. Quincy II
seniors, by a sixty-nine percent margin, selected the
above response as their answer, as did eighty-one percent
of responding juniors. Twenty-one percent of Quincy II
seniors and sixteen percent of juniors completing the
response form indicated that "My parents suggested I
attend." It appears from these findings that an
overwhelming number of pupils polled at the selected choice
schools were enrolled in that school by their own choice.
2 . How do you select your courses ?
Quincy II seniors and juniors checked the response
"I freely selected my courses," by margins of eightv-three
and eighty-two percent respectfully. Eighty-eight percent
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of responding pupils at Earthworks selected the sane
response. At Community, in Ann Arbor, ninety-five percent
of the seniors and seventy-five percent of the freshmen also
checked the same answer. A smaller percentage of pupils
from the surveyed schools checked the response that
suggestions from counselors and parents helped to influence
their selection of courses. Large numbers of pupils in the
examined schools, according to these answers, freely selected
their choice programs with a certain degree of influence
from school counselors and parents.
3. Do you fee l you have a choice in the selection of your
program?
One hundred percent of the responding pupils from
Earthworks, in Ann Arbor, replied, "yes" to this question.
Seventy-seven percent of the seniors and ninety-nine
percent of freshmen at Community, also reacted with a 'yes."
Quincy II seniors, by a ninety-three percent margin
responded with a "yes" as did ninety-three percent of the
freshmen. The survey shows that pupils involved in the
programs at the selected schools feel strongly that they
do have a choice in picking their academic programs.
4 . Have you assisted in the planning of any choic e programs?
Quincy II seniors, by a plurality of seventy-two
percent and juniors by a sixty-four percent margin, selected
the response "no pupil assists in planning courses." At
Community, in Ann Arbor, forty percent of the seniors and
twenty-eight percent of the freshmen selected "other."
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Pupils in both cases wrote that they helped to set up
Community Resources (CR)
,
which are work and learning
stations in the community
. At Earthworks
,
forty—one percent
of the pupils checked they had been a "Member of the program
planning committee" while twenty-nine percent answered they
"assisted in the selection of teachers." Thirty-five percent
of the pupils at Earthworks selected "other." The findings
shov; that the involvement of pupils in the planning process,
by the selected schools, appears to be in several stages of
transition
.
5 . Have any new choice programs been added since your
arrival at this school?
Eighty-two percent of Earthworks pupils answered "yes"
to this question but failed to provide any itemized list of
the courses. At Community, also in Ann Arbor, seniors
replied "yes" by a fifty-five percent margin while freshmen
retorted "no" by a resounding seventy-seven percent. Again,
no course nafries were supplied by the seniors. At Quincy II,
seventy-five percent of the seniors responding and eighty-
six percent of the juniors replied "no 1 to this question.
It appears that after the first implementation of
program initiation, few new or different courses have been
added to the schools although one group of seniors at
Community casts a shade of doubt on the completeness of this
impression. The findings show that students play no role in
but have full say in selecting courses.planning courses
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6 . How has this program o f choices been of value to you ?
Quincy II seniors recorded their responses in this
order: (a) forty-eight percent, "It involves me in
decisions concerning my education;" (b) twenty-six percent,
"It makes me responsible for my own education;" and (c)
sixteen percent, "I can explore new areas for interest or
needs." The juniors at Quincy II selected the following:
(a) thirty-eight percent, "involves me in decisions;" (b)
thirty-four percent, "can explore new areas for interest;"
and (c) thirty-one percent, "It makes me responsible for my
own education."
At Earthworks, in Ann Arbor, the pupils returning
response forms selected these answers: (a) eighty-two percent,
"can explore areas for interest;" (b) seventy-seven percent,
"it makes me responsible;" (c) fifty-nine percent, "It
involves me in decisions involving me education;" and (d) one
hundred percent, "other." At Community, which is also in Ann
Arbor, seniors responding selected these answers: (a) fifty-
three percent, "explore new areas for interest and needs, (b)
forty-four percent, "it makes me responsible;" and (c) forty
percent, "involves me in decisions concerning my education.
Freshmen, in contrast, selected the following line-up o_
answers: (a) forty-eight percent, "It makes me responsible
for my own education;” (b) forty-six percent, "I can
explore
new areas for interest or needs;" and (c) nineteen
percent,
"It involves me in decisions concerning my education.
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The continuity of merit assigned these values, by
pupils, satisfies the vital point that they do feel there
are a number of important benefits connected with the choice
programs
.
7 . What changes would you suggest for any future program?
Quincy II seniors responding by forty-eight percent
and juniors by a seventy-two percent majority answered, "I
have no suggestions." Thirteen percent of the seniors and
twenty percent of the juniors checked the response "Pupils
have more involvement in planning."
Earthworks, in Ann Arbor, selected the following
answers: fifty-nine percent felt that "pupils have more
involvement in planning;" fifty-three percent responded, "Some
courses should be controlled by pupils;" while only thirty-
three percent replied, "I have no suggestions." Sixty percent
of the responding seniors at Community answered "I have no
suggestions," whereas twenty percent selected two responses:
(1) "that pupils have more involvement in planning," (2)
and "Some courses should be controlled by pupils. Community
High freshmen, by a fifty percent margin, checked the reply
"Pupils have more involvement in planning," while thirty-two
percent responded, "Some courses should be controlled by
pupils," whereas thirty percent recorded, "I have no
suggestions .
"
The findings show pupils at the selected choice
schools
felt that their school's bureaucracy should
involve the...
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planning and even share control with them. Too large a
percentage of pupils apparently were unable to register
any type of suggestions to make their school more functional
for them.
Staff Response Forms
1 . How did you become a teacher/administrator in this
choice program?
Quincy II teachers responding to the question selected
the reply, by fifty-two percent, "was teaching here at the
time of change to choices." Thirty-three percent answered,
"transferred by choice from another school." In Ann Arbor,
Earthworks' teachers, by a forty-two percent margin,
responded they "transferred by choice from another school."
At Community, seventy percent of the teachers replying to
the question checked the same response. No teacher at
Earthworks responding to the survey form answered that he
had been assigned by school officials, but one percent c_
Quincy II and Community teachers indicated they had been
assigned to the school. The huge majority of teachers in
the surveyed choice schools were there by their ov.n choice,
according to the survey findings.
2 . How did you first become aware of choice programs?
Community High teachers, by a plurality of seventy-
seven percent, answered "faculty meetings," whereas
twenty-
seven percent selected "journals and newspapers."
Earthworks teachers., by a seventy-one percent
tally,
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responded "other" with a plethora of sources named.
Twenty-eight percent of the Earthworks' staff checked the
response "university courses." At Quincy II, seventy-one
percent of the staff completing the survey form selected
the answer "faculty meetings," whereas twenty-seven percent
chose "other" with a host of sources listed. The response
answers suggest that a majority of teachers in the choice
schools learned of the choice programs' concept from
faculty meetings at their schools although a large number
of other sources were given.
3 . Assuming that choice programs are a change, how did the
school become aware of the need for change ?
Quincy II teachers replying to the questionnaire
selected, by sixty-six percent, "administration wanted
change," although fifty-six percent also responded "other."
The answer most frequently listed under "other" was "teachers
wanted change." At Earthworks, fifty-five percent selected
the response "other" with the bulk of answers being "students
and teachers." Twenty-eight percent of the Earthworks
faculty answered "community dissatisfaction with previous
programs." Community High teachers responded, one hundred
percent, "administration wanted change." Fifty-five percent
of the responders also checked "community dissatisfaction
with previous programs." Some question exists in the
surveyed schools as to whether the administration, teachers
or pupils wanted change or whether the awareness for change
perhaps came from community dissatisfaction filtering out
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through the top school officials to others within the
school establishment.
4 . What influenced your decision to adopt choice programs ?
At Earthworks, fifty-five percent of the responding
teachers selected "better met various needs of learners."
Community teachers, by sixty-six percent also chose the same
response. Fifty-five percent of the staff at Community
checked "allowed teachers "sense of ownership" of courses."
Sixty-six percent of Quincy II staff picked the response
"better met various needs of learners." Thirty-five percent
of Quincy II teachers chose "series of in-service workshops
by consultants" for their answer. The bulk of the teachers
selected choice programs, according to these findings, due
to its meeting the needs of learners.
5. What problems were encountered in adopting the choice
programs ?
Quincy II teachers indicated, by sixty-seven percent,
that teacher resistance to change "was a big problem,"
fifty-one percent of staff members also checked the answer
"parent resistance to change." Earthworks teachers listed
their problems in this order: (a) fifty-five percent
selected "parent resistance to change," (b) forty-two percent
picked "teacher resistance to change," and (c) twenty-eight
percent chose "lack of funding for planning." Community
High staff members named their problems in this order : (a)
eighty-five percent picked "lack of funding for planning,
(b) fifty percent selected "teacher resistance to change,
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and (c) thirty-three percent chose "parent resistance to
change." Major problems gleaned from the survey for the
adopters of change are: lack of money, resistance from
teachers and parents. The order seemingly depends on the
local school situation.
6 . What stages of the planning process went smoothly for
teachers ?
Quincy II teachers, by a fifty percent factor, checked
"preparation for change," while thirty-two percent picked
"adoption period." Earthworks, in Ann Arbor, staff members
selected, by twenty-eight percent, the response "preparation
for change," while fourteen percent picked the remaining
responses. At Community High, the staff, by a large fifty-
five percent, checked "other" and then wrote in 'none of the
above," and twenty-two percent selected "preparation for
change." The severity or smoothness of the planning process
for teachers appeared to hinge on the school and apparently
other local factors.
7 . What factors have made choice programs successful in
this school ?
A resounding seventy-eight percent of the Quincy II
staff checked "belief that choice is a good option" as
their answer. Another sixty-three percent chose "federal/
state funding" in response to this question. Earthworks
teachers, in Ann Arbor, by a seventy-one percent factor
picked "belief that choice is a good option."
Twenty-eight
percent of the Earthworks responders elected
"other and
named a variety of reasons. At Community High,
staff
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members, by a margin of ninety-four percent, selected
k®li-<2 f that choice is a good option." Interestingly,
twenty-seven percent of the staff chose "high community
interest in schools" as their answer. A firm belief by
teachers in choice as a beneficial component for learners
appears to be a vital factor in the success of choice
programs according to these findings. Funding, according
to sixty-three percent of the responders, was essential for
the success of choice programs in Quincy II.
3 . What factors have made choice programs unacceptable ?
At Ann Arbor's Community High, the staff picked by
fifty percent "other" with a variety of reasons cited.
Thirty-eight percent of the Community staff selected "lack
of federal/state funding" while thirty-two percent chose
"lack of interest in choice option as an alternative."
Fifty-seven percent of the teachers at Earthworks picked
"other" and named an assortment of ideas. By a forty-two
percent selection, the staff at Earthworks checked both
"lack of funding" and "low pupil interest in choices" as
their answer. Quincy II teachers, by a thirty-five percent
margin, picked "other" but presented a mixture of factors.
Fourteen percent of the staff checked both "low pupil
interest in choices" and "low interest in choices as an
alternative" as their answers. The findings suggest
teachers appear to be divided as to the factors making
choice programs unacceptable in their community.
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9 • How easy is it to add new choices ?
At Earthworks, one hundred percent of the staff
selected the following answers to this question: (a)
could pupils propose it," (b) "could parents propose it,"
and (c) "could a teacher propose it." Community High
teachers picked by sixty-seven percent, "could a teacher
propose it" and fifty-five percent checked both "could
pupils propose it" and "could parents propose it." Quincy
II teachers responded to the question with the following
order of answers: (a) seventy-six percent selected "could a
teacher propose it," (b) fifty-nine percent checked "could
pupils propose it," and (c) fifty-six percent chose "could
parents propose it." The addition of new courses appears to
be easily accomplished if teachers, then pupils and finally
parents propose it in some of the surveyed schools as
indicated by these results.
10. What has been the main change in your choice program
since adoption ?
At Quincy II, staff members checked by forty percent
the reply "greater participation by a cross-section of
pupils." Another thirty-five percent picked "other" and
presented a plethora of reasons. Community High teachers,
by seventy-three percent, selected "other" and then named
many factors although there was no central one, and twenty-
seven percent said "pupil input in planning." At Earthworks,
the staff selected, by seventy-one percent, "pupil input in
planning." No central factor appeared as the main change
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in the choice programs, as viewed by the teachers since
its adoption, as suggested from these findings.
11* What are the future plans for your choice Drograms?
Quincy II teachers responding to this question, by
forty-two percent, picked "no plans presently exist,"
twenty-six percent also selected "other" and listed a
variety of ideas. The staff at Earthworks, by forty- two
percent, selected "other" and wrote out a mixture of
thoughts. Twenty-eight percent of the staff at Earthworks
picked as their answer "a standing committee of pupils,
parents, teachers work on revisions." Community High
teachers selected by identical scores of forty-four percent
these two answers: "no plans presently exist" and "a
standing committee of pupils, parents, teachers work on
revisions." Eleven percent at Quincy II and seventeen percent
at Community selected "future change depends upon federal/
state funds." It appears from these results that few
plans exist, according to the staff members at the surveyed
schools, for any future change. Some members desired
federal funds for future planning.
The open-ended question, "What advice would you offer
a high school planning a program of choices?" produced a
large variety of suggestions but no central organized
structure of advice.
The second open-ended question, "Explain in cne
paragraph what a choice program means to you, resulted in
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a superabundance of definitions, yet no universal one
appeared which would hold for all situations.
Personal Observations
The personal observations of the surveyed schools were
made with the following point clearly in mind: this
investigator was aware of not what the schools wanted one
to see but what one actually saw.
It was observed that real choices for pupils existed
in the selected schools. Pupils, as yet, are seldom
involved in high level decision-making in any of the schools.
Pupils observed and interviewed at these schools seemed
purposeful, enthusiastic and positive concerning their
school, their teachers and their programs. The
opportunities for action-learning and community based
programs had instilled, apparently, a sense of self-
confidence and direction in these pupils. Their relationships
with teachers appeared on a horizontal level rather than the
usual vertical level. A warm, healthy liking for their
teachers, as people, was apparent in all the schools. Pupils
appeared at ease in carrying on conversations with teachers
and others; almost a family atmosphere prevailed in some
classrooms
.
Teachers seemed committed to their pupils and their
programs. Course direction and significance seemed tailored
to the various needs of the pupils. Teachers appeared
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determined to make programs work for their pupils. They
were challenged by the opportunity for creativity and
individualism towards their pupils. No teachers appeared
to find their new role as condescending or demeaning in
their equalitarian treatment of pupils. Most pupils and
teachers were on a first name basis.
Two of the surveyed schools existed primarily from
federal funds with a small mixture of local monies. The
services provided by choice programs serviced entirely by
federal funds varied in each school. Only the system
functioning entirely with local monies, Ann Arbor, was the
system without any developed or directed system of
evaluation of objectives. Federal funds were of value to
the schools but were not critical to the founding of choice
programs
.
The schools committed to the new concept of choices
varied from jerry-built classrooms and teaching devices to
newly designed spaces complete with carpets and piped-in
music. The enthusiasm and functionability of the programs
was not, apparently, directly affected by the school's
environmental plant.
Parents showed a deep commitment and understanding
of education built around a program of choices.
Unfortunately, most of the schools had not taken the step
to permit parents to have a role in high level decision-
making .
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Participants in consumer choice programs appeared to
be more directed towards the products of change, rather than
in its processes. The sparkle, momentum and drive necessary
to continue a program of choices seemed to be an exhilarating,
demanding, exhausting and endlessly rewarding experience for
its participants.
Quincy Senior High II and Marshall-University High
appeared to have successfully functioning choice programs.
However, Earthworks and Community High in Ann Arbor, seemed
to be failing to sustain their programs due to the lack of
any in-depth commitment to choice programs. The Ann Arbor
programs were slowly dying from lack of community interest,
funds and growth in the numbers of pupils enrolled in the
project. Though teacher and pupil responses to the survey
questions clearly indicate that they are highly committed to
a program of choice, their commitment apparently is not
shared by the school board, community members and the present
school superintendent.
The following series of indicators for effecting
consumer choice programs were derived from an analysis of
the study findings: (1) Awareness — schools were actively
seeking to make changes in an effort to make their programs
more meaningful for their pupils; (2) Planning committees
persons were appointed to collectively seek ways the
schools could provide valuable programs; (3) Studying
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options — a careful study was made of the multiplicity of
ways to satisfy the needs of learners; (4) Selection of
programs — planning committees, through open processes,
selected programs best geared to help their students; (5)
Program adoption -- choice programs, selected by the
planning groups, were adopted by the school board; (6)
Preparation for implementation -- a series of open public
forums and teacher workshops were used to prepare teachers,
parents and pupils for the new choice programs; and (7)
Evaluation -- a study of the effectiveness of the new
programs provided a means to make operational corrections.
In contrasting the three studied schools, the
findings support these differences:
Ann Arbor, faced with social and political upheaval
in their schools, selected a new superintendent to bring
about a quick change and calm to the situation without
specifying how this was to be accomplished. One person
was designated by the superintendent to form a study
committee and present a plan, within a matter of weeks, to
resolve the schools' problems. A committee of handpicked
members, primarily aligned with the more radical teachers,
planned for change. Community High emerged as a carbon
copy of the Parkway program in Philadelphia, while
Earthworks was set up almost single-handedly by S^e\en
Daniels. The programs were housed in buildings
situated
apart from the traditional high schools. No
federal funis
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were used in either the planning or the operation of the
programs. The teachers, who came from within the Ann Arbor
system, volunteered to teach at Community High and Earthworks.
Whereas the pupil response from Earthworks and Community
indicate a successful level of student satisfaction, it is
the author's impression that the general health of the
programs in these two schools is somewhat precarious. Though
the students, teachers and staff are reasonably supportive,
it has little, if any, commitment from the new administration,
the school board and the Ann Arbor community. This fact is
attested to by the author's interviews with the new
superintendent, the assistant superintendent, teachers,
pupils and staff members at the schools during the visitation.
Marshall-University High in Minneapolis was introduced
to consumer choices through a carefully planned change
program. The superintendent, because of parental dissatis-
faction with the traditional program and with assistance from
federal funds, accomplished two things: (1) peaceful
integration of the schools, and (2) a series of educational
choices for pupils in the Southeast school district. Parents
were involved with the school teachers on the planning
committee. Many months were spent studying a series of
options before the choice programs were finally adopted and
implemented. Teachers and parents were apprised of the
change efforts and took an active part in them. Change
was
effected with assistance also from the local university,
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community organizations and some pupil input in planning.
Choice programs were housed with the traditional programs
rather than being placed in separate buildings.
Quincy II carefully planned for change to choice
programs. The choice offerings were an extension of their
functioning Project to Individualize Education program. The
assistant superintendent, with assistance from a constantly
changing group of teacher planners, studied a series of
options for months before the adoption and implementation of
their present choice program. Federal funds were secured
for the planning and operation of the programs. The choice
programs were housed in the same school as the traditional
programs. Pupils had little real input in the planning
efforts but did serve in cursory roles. Parents were apprised
of the change efforts and invited to open meetings to learn
about their new school programs. In-service workshops
prepared teachers for the role changes necessary for
involvement in choice programs.
Federal funds were valuable for implementing programs
of choices in Quincy and Minneapolis. This investigator
feels they were not, however, the one measure responsible
for the successful implementation of choice programs. Pupil
and parent involvement were factors in implementing choice
programs but not the conclusive determining factors for
success
.
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According to the survey findings, in order to promote
success in the implementation of choice programs, schools
should avoid the following: (1) adopting change solely
because of community pressures; (2) planning without adequate
funds (local or federal) ; (3) instituting a one man planning
team with token members; (4) lack of involvement by the
community in any of the planning; (5) isolating the new
program in a separate building; (6) having the teachers enter
the program without any introductory workshops; (7) importing
a "packaged" change process without complete familiarity with
the process; (8) obtaining no specific commitment on change
from the school board or the superintendent; (9) making
numerous major changes in the program during the school
year; and (10) not immediately initiating an ongoing process
of feedback and assessment of the innovation.
In summary, the survey instruments were useful as one
of the principal means to gather information to refute or
support the hypothesis. They appeared to be positively
received by administrators, teachers, parents and pupils.
The survey results and personal observations produced a
variety of supportive findings for the hypothesis but
primarily provided the reader with many indicators for
change, especially for those planning consumer choice programs
for their schools.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Introduction
The primary purpose of this chapter is to summarize
the findings reported in chapter four and to draw
conclusions based upon the findings. A second objective
is to recommend possible topics for other researchers
interested in pursuing investigations in the area of change.
This chapter is divided into four main subsections:
(1) a summary of study methodology is given to evaluate and
#
summarize the various means used to collect the findings;
(2) a summary of survey analysis and conclusions is
presented to help the reader put the findings into a
framework from which he/she may draw his/her own
interpretations; (3) the speculations by the author provide
ideas which should be helpful in preparing for change in
schools; and (4) the recommendations for further research
section is designed to assist the reader in applying the
present findings to other areas in need of exploration or
in replicating the study.
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Summary of Study Methodology
The schools involved in this research were Earthworks
and Community High School in Ann Arbor, Michigan; Marshall-
University High School, in Minneapolis, Minnesota; and
Quincy Senior High II, in Quincy, Illinois. Three survey
instruments: structured interviews, pupil and staff
response forms were used to gather information to refute
or substantiate a hypothesis concerning public high schools
which have adopted consumer choice programs. The instruments
served the further objective of gathering first-hand
detailed knowledge on how certain high .schools were
consciously changed through planned actions from traditional
educational programs to ones with multiple choices designed
to better meet the individualistic needs of learners.
Personal observations played an important although not a
measurable part in the study.
Summary of Survey Analysis and Conclusions
I
An analysis of the research hypothesis that the
successes and failure of schools adopting choice programs
could provide a series of indicators to assist schools
planning a change to consumer choices has been pursued
through the exploration of seven pertinent questions.
This summary of survey analysis and conclusions will
enable the reader to put the findings into a
framework
from which judgments may be concluded.
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1. Where did the idea for a program of choices come from
in the selected schools ? ~ '
The findings suggested that Superintendent Bruce
McPherson at Ann Arbor, Superintendent John Davis at
Minneapolis, and Assistant Superintendent Brandt Crocker
at Quincy helped to promote and nurture the idea of consumer
choice programs in their schools. The idea for a program
of choices came from the distillation of visitations to
innovative schools, workshops, committee studies and
discussions of change options by the planning groups in
Quincy II and Marshall-University high school. Ann Arbor
imported their program, with strong support from Bruce
McPherson
.
The three schools, in support of the research
theories of Matthew Miles and Eugene Wilkening , experienced
the stage of an awareness of a need for change. This
awareness of a need for change was also prevalent in Alum
Rock and the schools involved in performance contracting.
Success in moving schools toward choices depend upon: (1)
an awareness of the need for change and (2) the support of
the school board and superintendent.
2 . How did the se lected schools prepare for the change to
c
h
oice programs ?
All of the selected schools, according to the study
findings, prepared for change by appointing planning
committees. These committees prepared for change
through
in-service workshops, travel to observe functioning
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innovative programs, use of consultants for "brain-
storming" sessions and diligent consideration of alternative
means to bring change to their schools.
All the schools formed planning committees. Jack
Fryraier names this the "planning phase," Matthew Miles and
Ronald Havelock list this phase as "seeking information" or
planning. Success in moving schools toward choices appears
to depend upon: (1) involvement of many in gathering and
visiting sources for new ideas and (2) having a directed
but democratic planning leader.
3 . What were some of the major difficulties experienced
during the change to choice programs ?
The interviews indicated that change was a major
difficulty for the teachers as well as the parents in the
choice schools. Change resulted in role changes, anxiety
and a rethinking of who one was, according to the findings.
In other instances, the choice schools became adversaries
of the conventional schools. Change programs moved at
varying rates, producing problems at the upper end of the
educational spectrum for staff and management. A growing
complacency by staff and pupils posed serious issues for
the continuing vitality of the choice concept in schools,
according to the findings.
Havelock names the period of difficulties as the
"trying out of the innovation." Everett Rogers and Floyd
Shoemaker label it "compatibility" or how the innovations
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fit into the present school value system. For success in
change to choice one must: (1) provide for "in-flight"
corrections of early minor problems, and (2) prepare the
staff and community for the results of change by in-service
workshops
.
4 . Had the selected school districts been consistent in
applying their commitment to the concept of choices ?
The survey findings indicated that all the studied
schools were consistent in providing choices for parents,
pupils and staff in the selected schools. Choice, although
tempered by counsel from parents and school personnel,
appeared to be a reality for pupils in the surveyed schools.
In the limited scope of the study, a degree of choice
consistency was apparent in the functioning processes of
the consumer choice schools.
Consistency as a concept is not specifically listed
by researchers. Concept rhetoric may obscure the incongruity
of an approach operationally. Performance Contracting was
consistent in its inconsistencies of approach in each
school situation. Alum Rock tried for a mixture of
consistency in applying the concept of choices in their
system. For success in change: (1) avoid the inconsistency
of not applying a concept equally for parents, pupils, ana
staff, and (2) remain consistent as the change extends
into other areas of the school.
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5* How did the citiz ens of the school districts, involved
with choice programs, become aware of the changes ?
The gathered information indicated that parents were
apprised of the change efforts at all of the choice schools
by means of open meetings, newspaper articles, personal
inquiries, public forums, school news media, and by 'word
of mouth." Among the schools, the means to relay information
concerning the consumer choice programs varied from a
sophisticated listing of mail-outs to community parents, to
coffee sessions at private homes. Frequently, directed
news dispatches were released from the offices of the schools'
chief administrators. Citizens were provided more information
on the new programs after they were approved and voted into
operation by the school boards. Some parents and citizens
still suffer from the lack of detailed information concerning
the purpose and function of their consumer choice programs.
In Alum Rock and many of the performance contracting
projects, schools informed the citizens of their districts
by means of local newspapers and "pass-out" sheets carried
home by pupils. There is no comparable stage in research
corresponding to informing the community of change. It is
essential to success in moving a school towards choices
that: (1) the community be involved in planning any
school change, and (2) the community be kept apprised of
lved in instituting a change.the many convolutions invo
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6. What were some of the major perceived values of a
choice program ?
Findings from the study supported the perception that
the teachers at the selected schools felt the primary value
of choice programs was to better meet the needs of the
learners. Another perceived value was that it gave the
teachers a "sense of ownership" of the choice programs
involving them. Values perceived by the pupils, unlike
those found in traditional schools, were the opportunity to
explore new areas for interests or needs (thus giving them
responsibility for their education), and, finally, the
ability to participate in the decision-making process
concerning their own education.
Rogers and Shoemaker, in their research, list the
perceived value of an innovation as being superior to what
it replaces. In their terms it is the "relative advantage."
The perceived value of the new programs in Alum Rock as well
as in the performance contracting schools was a meeting
of learner's needs as a means to be accountable to parents
and pupils. For success in moving a school towards choices:
(1) provide understandable and relevant information to the
community on the reasons for change, and (2) develop some
measure of compatibility with existing programs and the
community's value system.
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7. tVere there any future plans for chang e in the selected
schools involved with choice programs ?
The gathered information from the study indicated that
the teachers involved with the choice programs appeared
unaware of any future plans for change. At the program's
inception, the pupils had hoped for more involved roles in
high level decision-making, and were somewhat disappointed
that they have not been more fully involved in any future
changes at their schools. No specifically defined plans
for change surfaced at the time of the survey but interviews
with management leaders at Quincy II and Marshall-University
High indicated that plans are "cooking" with them.
Havelock, Miles and Wilkening list future plans
under "internalizing the change," or "adoption" in a rather
sketchy fashion. Few researchers on change deal seriously
with the re-extension of change or plans for continual
change. Performance contractors were unable to get beyond
one change so that they could actively plan for future
change. Alum Rock found that the first year change provided
almost a continuum of subsidiary changes in staff roles,
relationships with parents and pupils, and their feelings
for the program. For success in planning for change: (1)
plan to increase involvement by pupils, parents and others
after the first year, and (2) keep staff members apprise-
of all plans for future change.
The analysis of the Pupil Response Form presented the
following findings.
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According to the questionnaire, the majority of
pupils responding were enrolled by their own choice at the
selected schools. With some assistance from parents and
school counselors, pupils in the choice schools signified
that they freely selected their courses of study. An
overwhelming number of respondents indicated "yes" they did
have a choice in selecting their programs or courses. A
large segment of pupils, involved in the study, indicated
that new programs or courses had appeared since their
arrival at the high school, but no definite evidence of
these specific programs was available at the time of the
survey to corroborate their allegations. Primarily, the
findings suggested that few new courses had been added to
any of the high schools surveyed since the "start-up" of
the original programs.
Respondents to the study felt that the values or their
choice programs were: (1) It provided them with
responsibility for their education, (2) It gave them
involvement in decisions concerning their education, and
(3) It allowed them to explore various areas for interests
and needs. The pupils, completing the forms, indicated
they had not played a major role in the planning of new
consumer choice programs. They denoted that more courses
should be controlled by pupils and they desired greater
pupil involvement in planning for any future changes at
their schools.
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The analyses of the Staff Response Form provided the
following findings.
The survey found that the great bulk of teachers in
the choice schools had requested assignment to them. Some
teachers had been on the school staff prior to the change
to choice programs. Teachers involved in the study
indicated they learned about consumer choice programs at
faculty meetings in their schools. The findings appeared to
indicate that the awareness of the need for change varied
according to the specific school but the desire of the
chief school administrator for change predominated in
triggering this thrust.
The information gathered suggested that the teachers
felt that consumer choice programs best met the various
needs of learners and was a decisive factor in their
adoptive motives. Teacher and parent resistance, and the
lack of funding were large problems encountered by the
schools in the opinion of the teachers surveyed.
The severity or smoothness of the planning process
was predicated upon each school's impression: no specific
stage was consistently named by staff members as a smooth
stage or a difficult stage. Teachers appeared to believe,
according to their responses, that choice by pupils was the
factor responsible for making consumer choice programs
successful in their schools, while others believed it
federal funding. The findings suggested that
teachers
was
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were divided on the specific factors which made choice
programs unacceptable in their particular school.
The evidence collected from the responses suggested
that teachers felt the ease of adding new choices could be
assured if changes are proposed first by teachers, then
pupils, and finally, by parents. No outstanding change was
evident since the adoption of the choice programs. The
results suggested that the teachers felt no future plans
existed for new changes at their specific schools at the
time of the study.
The open-ended question "What advice would you offer
a high school planning a program of choices?" produced no
specific advice supported consistently by most respondents
at the surveyed schools.
The other open-ended statement "Explain in one
paragraph what a choice program means to you, resulted in
no universal definition, supported by a majority of the
respondents
.
Personal observations substantiated the fact that
programs with consumer choices were indeed functioning in
the selected high schools. Pupils attending these schools
appeared to have more enthusiasm and more positive feelings
towards their school, their programs and their teachers
than
students in traditional programs. Opportunities
for action-
learning with community based programs provided
pupils with
responsibility, self-confidence and meaningful
programs.
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Smiling faces, and seemingly self-possessed pupils were
in evidence in all the choice schools.
Persons teaching in consumer choice programs appeared
to be challenged by the opportunity and displayed a
perseverance and determination to make the program work for
their pupils. Despite a multitude of small problems
surrounding their day-by-day functioning, teachers in the
consumer choice schools exhibited a clearly discernible
interest and affection for their programs and their pupils.
Parents involved with the choice schools were
knowledgeable about education and committed to the concept
of alternative means to service pupil needs. However , none
of the surveyed schools had taken the ultimate step of
committing parents and pupils to high level decision-making
roles within the school system.
The majority of programs studied operated with federal
funds and a mixture of local monies. Consumer choice
programs functioned in a variety of settings, from jerry-
built classrooms to spacious new buildings, yet the creativity
and functionability of these programs were in no apparent
measure curtailed or contained by their particular
educational environment. Involved persons in these schools
displayed concern for the products of change rather than its
processes. Maintaining momentum, sparkle and diversification
for a program of choices appeared to be a demanding and
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awesome task for teachers, parents, administrators and even
the pupils, at times.
When comparing the consumer choice schools with the
efforts at Alum Rock, the following differences are noted.
The consumer choice schools formed no Parent Advisory
Council or overall Educational Advisory Council which wculd
have given parents a role in high level decision-making.
Consumer choice parents shared in no decisions on evaluating
programs and personnel. Pupils and parents in choice schools
had little power in the setting up of programs, hiring
personnel or sharing decisions bearing on the future of the
programs. No specifically outlined evaluation plan
functioned in all the choice schools. No comparisons existed
on the achievement or the differences among the pupils in the
various programs.
The means to phase out unpopular or outmoded programs
were not mentioned at any of the choice schools. No
indications were given to show that the methods or approaches
differed in the choice programs than in the traditional
schools. Pupil rights for transfer in schools of choice
were not specifically designated by any of the schools.
Information on how federal and local monies were used
in the choice programs was not available to either parents
or pupils. The school budgets were not presented in
understandable form for parents. Unlike Alum Rock, staff
preparation data and the achievement of the pupils m their
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choice programs were not made available to parents making
decisions on new programs for their children.
The exact role played by federal funding cannot be
completely measured in the formation of choice programs as
two items were not available: (1) what percent of the total
programs were funded and (2) how funds were distributed
in the program.
The following indicators for effecting consumer choice
programs were apparent from the findings of the study: (1)
Awareness of the need for change . All three choice schools
were aware that some change was needed in their present
means of educating pupils. Ronald Havelock, Matthew Miles
and Eugene Wilkening list awareness as an early phase in
bringing about change. (2) Establishment of a planning
committee . All of the studied schools had planning committees.
Havelock calls this phase "seeking information." Kurt
Lewin names it "moving" the seeking of knowledge. (3) Study
of available options . Again all of the selected schools
studied a series of options. Jack Frymier labels this the
"planning phase." (4) Selection of new programs . The
studied schools all selected choice programs. Everett
Rogers and Floyd Shoemaker call this phase "compatibility,
how the innovation fits into the existing programs. Havelock
calls this phase "the mental try out of the innovation.
(5) Adoption of the new programs . The choice schools
all
Havelock names this "acceptance ofadopted new programs.
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the innovation." In most change theories this is normally
listed as the end phase of change. (6) Preoaration to
implement the new programs . Ann Arbor spent little or
no time on this phase although the other two schools did
prepare for implementation. Rogers and Shoemaker term this
phase the "confirmation." (7) Evaluation of the new
concept . Ann Arbor did not provide for evaluation. Quincy
II and Marshall-University High have had some evaluation of
the new concept. Wilkening and Matthew Miles list this
evaluation phase as occurring prior to trial and adoption.
The choice schools did not follow the normal
sequential pattern of: (1) awareness; (2) planning; (3)
trial; (4) evaluation; and (5) adoption. The trial phase
was often omitted, perhaps due to costs involved and the
lack of time. The adoption stage preceded the trial and
evaluation phases. The patterns followed by the choice
schools were similar to those used to effect the voucher
program at Alum Rock.
To move a typical high school to one with consumer
choices, it is recommended that the following factors for
failure be avoided: (1) planning for change with no
awareness of a need for change; (2) planning immediate
change in response to local happenings; (3) planning without
adequate funds; (4) instituting a one man planning committee
with pre-arranged findings; (5) lack of any community
involvement in the planning; (6) providing no in-service
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workshops for staff and others concerning the changes;
(7) obtaining no specific commitment on change from the
school board or the superintendent; (8) making numerous
major program changes during the school year; (9) having
no evaluations of progress during the first year; (10)
housing the new programs in separate buildings; and (11)
limiting carefully the visiting and studying of new options
by a token planning committee.
Speculations by the Author
Schools must budget for experimentation and the
fostering of new ideas. The wholesale use of federal funds
for this purpose has given credence and life to any concept
that holds promise for American learners. To bring change
to schools, there must be a willingness to take risks.
Progress is dependent upon trying out something new, perhaps
failing, then setting out in another direction. "Risk"
money is needed to foster more change in the schools.
American high schools require a measure of acceptance
for any change from the following: (1) school committee
members, (2) administrators, especially the superintendent,
(3) teachers, (4) pupils, and (5) parents or community
members. Until a larger portion of this group has faith and
confidence in researching educational problems and trusting
the results, change will continue to have a low priority in
schools. Imitation of programs found in other schools will
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continue to have high priority with school people because
it appears as a quicker and simpler route to change.
Inherent in the imitation of programs is the lurking
disaster of another Performance Contracting fiasco.
School principals appear to be the guardians of
tradition. On a scale of one to three in ratings, regarding
supporters of change, principals hold the bottom step. This
investigator's scale would be teachers, followed by
superintendents and then school principals. Programs for
risk taking must be part of the background of every future
principal, if schools are going to change in the next decade.
Too much time spent studying change may result in a
decided change in the concept planned as a change. Study
committee deliberations must have reasonable time lines for
coming up with new programs.
Travel appears to be the best ingredient for changing
obdurate teachers. Seeing your school through new eyes
removes some of the mindlessness of continuing ineffective
programs
.
In a profession as large as education and as far
reaching in its effects on people, it is mind boggling that
the risk takers are so few. What schools are producing
future Mark Shedds, Dwight Allens and John Goodlads? Even
Thomas Jefferson, the architect of our democratic system,
urged his countrymen to have a revolution every generation
or so to keep alive the precepts of liberty.
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The findings indicated that Ann Arbor failed in
their efforts to bring lasting change to their schools
primarily due to the lack of any serious commitment to the
purposes of consumer choice programs and a misunderstanding
of the needs of the pupils on the part of administrators and
the school board. The choice programs were mainly designed
by one man, with a token planning committee. They were
hastily conceived for a political purpose and as quicklv
forgotten by the school board and the new administration.
Most programs were poorly financed and were placed in
schools which were separated from the traditional high schools,
thereby establishing competition for funds, teachers, pupils,
and the support of the community and school board.
In conclusion, the findings supported the hypothesis
with regard to a process or series of indicators being
discernible, based upon the successes and failure of schools
which have adopted consumer choice programs. Through the
cooperative action of school committees, chief administrators,
teachers and some parents, programs devised on the concept
of consumer choices were developed and implemented by the
schools after intensive planning periods. The adopted
programs appeared to have satisfied participating students
and teachers striving to make each educational experience
meaningful and viable for those involved in its operation.
Consumer choice programs provided new roles for
parents, teachers, pupils and management. Teachers, in
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particular, attained a certain amount of autonomy in their
subject areas and developed a closer relationship with
their pupils. There was also, for teachers, an opportunity
for shared decision-making with middle level management.
Teachers found the programs a better way to utilize their
talents
.
Pupils appeared to enjoy new opportunities and
responsibilities from their choice programs. A sense of
disappointment, however, was evident from some pupils and
parents that they were not more fully involved in the
planning efforts at their schools. Consumer choice programs
were a decided change for schools but more intensive and
cooperative efforts were needed by administrators and
teachers to share educational decision-making, and
involvement with parents and pupils.
Failure to provide for the renewal of change efforts
and the sharing of future planning by management could
place the continued growth and vitality of the consumer
choice concept in jeopardy in these studied schools.
Recommedat ions for Further Research
While many ideas for extending research activity in
change could have been raised, this investigator will deal
with four specific points which are direct extensions of
the present study.
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1. Extension and replication of the present study
2. An in-depth study of key persons involved in
change
3. A study of the social and political impact of
the period from 1968-1971 on educational change
4. A study about the effects of school size on
change
Extension and replication of the present study to
include six schools— four successes and two failures
—
yielding similar findings, would add to our confidence about
the findings on a process to move schools towards programs
or choice. The gradual enlargement of the study could enable
researchers to better trace certain elements commonly
attributed to success or failure for schools planning change.
An analysis of key persons involved in change could
provide additional insight into the role and value of
specific people in the change process. Answers might be
found to these questions: Is there actually a catalytic
element necessary in change? a single man? an entrepreneur
hired to engineer the local implementation of an innovation?
Are there many key persons? The various contributions of
key persons in change should be carefully examined to
discover how each one interacts with the whole process o^.
change
.
A study of the period from 1968-1971 might provide
about the effect on educationalsome valuable information
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change of the various social and political events of this
time period. The discontent on college campuses, the shift
in social mores and the side-wash from the Vietnam debacle
might have unleashed a renaissance for public education. It
would appear important for the better understanding of the
entire change process that specific periods in our nation,
of unusual and rapid social and political alterations, be
studied for their effect on change in the public schools.
A study of the effects of size of the school on the
change process would be of value to education. One question
might be: Is there a threshold of unit size, below which
an innovation cannot be adopted or maintained? Is size a
factor in the change process? It is known that size is a
factor in learning, but does it have a similar effect on
schools; especially those attempting to adopt a particular
innovation
.
Change in the public high schools can be effected by
those willing to make the effort. Educators can learn
from the failure of performance contracting and the
successes of consumer choice programs operating in specific
areas of the nation. The theories of Friedman, Paine, Mill
and Smith can work to make learning responsive and meaningral
for American scholars. It is urgent that change efforts
avoid the limitations of haste, inadequate finance,
non-
commitments from power making bodies and short range
planning. If American schools are going to meet
the new
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needs of learners, change efforts must continually be a
part of the operation of all schools.
APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
Copy of Letter Sent to Selected Schools
160 Norlen Park
Bridgewater, Ma.
October 13, 1975
Dear Mr, Powrie:
This letter is to confirm my visit to your school
district on Wednesday, October 29 and Thursday, October 30
for the purpose of discussing with specific people the
planning, implementing and adoption process for your high
school programs of choice. As a doctoral candidate at the
University of Massachusetts, I am engaged in the study of
the characteristics or stages followed by high schools
adopting choice programs. The purpose of the study is to
provide peoplo planning choice programs with a series of
guidelines for references in their adoption process.
I would like to have a structured interview with
administrators, school board members, teachers, parents,
and pupils involved in the planning phases of your choice
programs. I use the adoption process devised by the
Ontario Institute for Studies in Educatiin and base the
questions on this instrument.
Hopefully, you will arrange a meeting place and time
for me to interview these people. No interviews will take
over an hour. They will be taped, no personal names will
be used in the study without permission from that person,
and there will be no expense to the school district.
As discussed in our telephone conversation, I v/ill
have staff and pupil response forms to distribute for
completion by pupils and teachers involved in your consumer
choice programs.
I feel that a two day visit will enable me to inter-
view the various participants in the planning of your
choice programs and distribute and collect the questionnaires
A complete set of all forms used in the study
will to lei
at your office.
X would appreciate any booklets, studies or
evalua-
tion results pertaining to the choice programs, for
use
during my stay in Ann Arhor. If you have material
on the
community or other information you feel would ho of
value
to my study, I would he pleased to study it
while I am at
163
at your school.
Thank you for allowing me to visit your innovativeprogram. I look forward to meeting members of your
school district and you during my visit.
Sincerely,
Ralph E. McLean
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APPENDIX B
CONSUMER CHOICE PROGRAMS
Structured Interview Questions
School position___
1. What attracted the school towards programs of choice?
2. What role did the superintendent play in the change to
choice programs?
3# What role did the school hoard play in the change to
choice programs?
4. Who was involved in the planning of the choice programs?
5. What was the size of the planning committee?
6. How were the planning committee members selected?
7. How long a period was spent on planning?
8. How do you think the community became aware of change?
9. How did you obtain evidence of community reaction?
10. How did you obtain evidence of parent reaction?
11. How did you obtain evidence of student reaction?
12. How did you obtain evidence of staff reaction?
13. What assistance in preparing for choices was received
from outside sources?
14. What was the most difficult stage in the change process?
15. Was there a very easy stage in the change process?
16. Who are key people in adopting choice programs?
17. What were your preconceptions beiore adoption took
place?
18. Are there still some unresolved problems resulting
from the change to choice programs?
19. What changes will be involved in future
plans?
*******
Do you have any advice for schools planning
to adopt a
choice program?
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APPENDIX C
CONSUMER CHOICE SURVEY
Staff Response 'Form
1 • Title of position
2. School
3. Years of experience at this school
4. Years of experience in education^
5. Bachelor’s degree Master’s degree Other
6. How did you become a teacher/administrator in this
choice program?
Assigned without choice by school officials
Transferred by choice from another school
Was teaching here at the time of change to
choices
Other (explain)
7. How did you first become aware of choice programs?
Superintendent
Journals-newspapers
Faculty meetings
University courses
Other (explain)
_
8. Assuming that choice programs are a change, how did
the school become aware of the need for change?
Community dissatisfaction with previous programs
Outside evaluation of school
Administration wanted change
Other (explain)^ — —
-
9. What influenced your decision to adopt choice
program?
Series of in-service workshops by consultants
Better met various needs of learners
Allowed teachers "sense of ownership" of
courses
Other (explain) -—— —
Male Female
Grade
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10. What problems were encountered in adopting the choice
programs?
Parent resistance to change
Teacher resistance to change
Lack of funding for planning
Other ( explain)
11. What stage of the planning process went smoothly for
teachers?
Preparation for change
Trial period
Adoption period
Other (explain)
12. What factors have made choice programs successful in
> this school?
Belief that choice is a good option
High community interest in schools
Federal/state funding
Other (explain)
13. What factors made choice programs unacceptable?
Lack of interest in choice option as an alterna-
tive
Lack of federal/state funding
Low pupil interest in choices
Other ( explain) —
—
14. How easy is it to add new choices?
Could pupils propose it
Could parents propose it
Could a teacher propose it
Other (explain)
15. What has been the main change in your choice P
10 S ?-
since adoption?
Parent input in planning
pupil input in planning
' Greater participation by a cross-section of
1 pupil3
Other (explain)
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16. What are the future plans for your choice program?
Mo plans presently exist
Future change depends upon federal/state funds
A standing committee of pupils, parents,
teachers work on revisions
Other (explain)
*******
What advice would you offer a high school planning a
program of choices?
Explain in one paragraph what a choice program means to
you.
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APPENDIX D
CONSUMER CHOICE SURVEY
Pupil Response Form
Please check "the proper line "to record your response,
!• School^ Grade Male Female_
2. How did you become a pupil at this school?
Assigned by school
My parents suggested I attend
I freely selected it due to choice program
Other (explain)^
3. How do you select your courses?
Suggestions from my counselor
My parents select my courses
I freely select my courses
Other (explain)
4. Do you feel you have a choice in the selection of your
program?
yes no other (explain)^
5 • Have you assisted in the planning of any choice programs?
No pupil assists in planning courses
Member of program planning committee
___
Assisted in the selection of teachers
Other (explain)
6, Have any new choice programs been added since your
arrival at this school?
yes no If yes, explain
7. How has this program of choices been of value to you?
It involves me in decisions concerning my educa-
tion
I can explore new areas for interest or needs
It makes me responsible for my own education
Other (explain)
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8. What changes would you suggest for any future programs?
I have no suggestions
Pupils have more involvement in planning pro-
grams
Some courses should be controlled by pupils
Other (explain)
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APPENDIX E
Structured Interviews List
Anderson, John
Connelly, Dwight
Crocker, Brandt
Million, Larry
Price, Donald
Shrout, Mildred
Smith, Jean
Webster, Shirley
Quincy, Illinois
Cooperating teacher Quincy II
Teacher Quincy II
Assistant Superintendent
Director of Fine Arts Choice Quincy II
Director Title III Program
Teacher Quincy II
Cooperating teacher Quincy II
Parent, Secretary of Education By
Choice
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Anderson, Betty Teacher Community H. S.
Brownlee, Wiley Dean of Community H . S.
Dowd, Tom Teacher Earthworks
Grey, Liz Teacher Community H. S.
Halliday, Marion Teacher Community H. S.
Hanson, John Counselor Community H. S.
Howard, Harry Superintendent
Jonas, Mike Pupil Community H. S.
Powrie, Emerson Assistant Superintendent
Sayad, John Parent Earthworks
Screiber, Allen Teacher, Principal Earthworks
Taylor, Jane Secretary, Parent, administrative
office
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Borchardt, Nadine Parent
French, Rodney Parent
Fuller. Elizabeth Parent, Project writer, Southeast
Alternatives office
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Gammell, Susan
Kent, James
Kocher, A. Thel
Rice, Jan
Williamson, Joan
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Parent
Director of Southeast Alternatives
Evaluator, Southeast Alternatives
Parent, Secretary, Southeast Alter
natives office
Teacher, Marshall-University H. S,
APPENDIX F
STAFF CHOICE SURVEY RESULTS
Years Served at Schools
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APPENDIX G
STAFF CHOICE SURVEY RESULTS
Years in Education
Years
Community H. S.
Male Female
Earthworks
Male Female
Quincy II
Male Foma 1
o
1
-
- 2
1
2
-
-
—
_ 2
3 -
-
1 2
4 1 -
- -
1
5 1 2 1 1 5
6 1 - -
1 2
7 1 1 - 4 2
8 1 2 - 5 1
9 1 - - 2 «»
10 1 1 - 1 1
11 - -
- 3 1
12 - - 1 5 2
13 - 1 - 3 1
14 - - 1 3 -
15 - 1 • - 3 5
16 - 1 - 1 -
17 - 1 - - 1 —
18 - - 1 1 -
19 - - - - -
20 - - - - 2
21 - 1 - - 1
22 - - - 2 2
23 - - - 1 1
24 - - - 1 -
25 - - - - -
26 - - - 1 1
28 - - - 1 -
30 - - - 2 -
Unknown - - - - 2
Totals 7 11 5 2 45 32
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APPENDIX H
STAFF CHOICE SURVEY RESULTS
Degrees Attained
Degree
Community H. S,
Male Female
Earthworks
Male Female
Quincy II
Male Female
Bachelor 7 1 4 2 45 31
Master 6 8 1 43 17
Credits Beyond 2 5 - 17 5
Doctorate - - - 3
Unknown - - - 1
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APPENDIX I
STAFF RESPONSE FORM
Staff Response Percentile Results
Earthworks Community Quincy II
N= 7 18 76
1. How did you become a
teacher/administrator in
this choice program?
Assigned without choice .00 .01 .01
Transferred by choice
from another school .42 .70 .33
Was teaching here at
time of change to
choices oo• .10 .52
Other .42 .33 .21
2. How did you become aware
of choice programs?
Superintendent .00 .01 .01
Journals-newspapers oo• .27 . 1
1
Faculty meetings .14 .77 .71
University courses .28 COO• oo•
Other .71 .27 .27
3. How did school become
aware of need for change?
Community dissatisfaction
with previous program .28
Outside evaluation of
school
.55
.11
.00
.00
Administration wanted
change
Other
.00
.55
1.00
.16
.
66
.56
4. What influenced your
decision to adopt choice
programs?
In-service workshops by
consultants .00 .00
.35
Better met learner'
3
needs .55
.66 . 66
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Earthworks Community Culncy II
-
M= 7 18 76
4. What influenced decision?
5.
6
.
7.
Allowed teachers "sense
of ownership" of courses oo•
.55 .22
Other
.14 .33 .10
What problems were encoun-
tered in adopting choice
programs?
Parent resistance .55 .33 .51
Teacher resistance .42 .50 .67
Lack of funding for
planning .28 .85 .01
Other .14 . 1
6
.22
What stage of planning went
smoothly for teachers?
Preparation for change .28 .22 .50
Trial period .14 .00 .13
Adoption period .14 .00 .32
Other .14 .55 .21
What factors have made
choice programs successful
in this school?
Belief choice is good
option .71 .94 .78
High community interest
in schools .00 .27 .19
Federal/state funding .00 .00 .63
Other .28 .22 .10
8
.
What factors have made
choice programs unaccept
able?
Lack of federal/state
funding
Low nupil interest in
choices
*
(
oo .32 .14
.42 00• .04
.42 .22 .14
.57 .50 .35Other
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Earthworks Community Quincy II
N= 7 18 76
9. How easy is it to add new
choices?
Pupils could propose it 1.00
.55 .59
Parents could propose
it 1.00
.55 .56
Teachers could propose
it 1,00 .67 .76
Other
.42 .26 .50
10. What has been main change
in program since adoption?
Parent input in planning .14 .17 .06
Pupil input in planning .71 .27 .17
Greater participation by
cross-section of pupils .14 .05 .40
Other .00 .75 .55
11, What are future plans for
your choice program?
No plans presently exist .14 .44 .42
Future change depends
upon federal/ctate funds .00 .17 .11
Standing committee of
pupils, parents, teachers
work on revisions .28 .44 .05
Other .42 .00 .26
N= Number of teachers completing forms
APPENDIX J
PUPIL RESPONSE FORM
Pupil Response Percentile Results
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Earthworks Community Quincy II
Grade 9-12 9 12 11 12
N= 17 56 45 93 61
1. How did you become a pupil
at this choice school?
Assigned by school
officials .00 .00 .00 .00 .07
Parents suggested I
attend .00 .09 .04 .16 .21
I freely selected it
due to choice programs .77 .89 .88 .81 .69
Other .33 .04 .15 .03 .05
2. How do you select your
courses?
Suggestions from my
counselor .12 .14 .15 .09 .08
Parents select ray
.04 .05courses .01 .13 .01
I freely selected my
courses .88 .75 .95 .82 .83
Other .01 .09 .06 .07 .05
3. Do you feel you have a
ofchoice in the selection
your program?
.93
Yes 1.00 .99 .77 .93
No .00 .00 .22
.07 .07
4. Have you assisted in the
planning of any choice
programs?
No pupil assists in
planning
Member of program plan-
ning committee
Assisted in selection of
teachers
00 .01 .09 .64 .72
41 .04 .04 .01 .05
29 .01 .17
CMo• .03
35 COCM• .40 .31 .10Other
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Earthworks Community Quincy II
Grade 9-12 9 12 11 12
N= 17 56 45 93 61
5. Have any new choice pro-
grams been added since
your arrival at this school?
Yes .82 .21 .55 .12 .22
No .01 .77 .38 .86 .75
6. How has this program of
choices been of value to
you?
Involves me in decisions
concerning my education .59 .19 .40 .38 .48
I can explore new areas .82 . 46 .53 .34 .16
Makes me responsible for
my own education .77 .48 .44 .31 .26
Other 1.00 .01 .04 .05 .05
7. What changes would you
suggest for future
programs?
No suggestions .33 .30 .60 .72 .48
Pupils have more involve-
ment in planning .59 .50 .20 .20 .13
Some courses should be
controlled by pupils .53 .32 .20 .06 .09
Other .01 .11 .03 .02
N= Number of pupils completing forms
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APPENDIX K
SCHOOL TEACHER AND PUPIL
Staff
POPULATION
Completed
Community High School
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Members Pupils Responses
Teachers on staff 24 __ 18
Pupils in grade 9 — 102 56
Pupils in grade 12 — 103 45
Earthworks
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Teachers on staff 7 -- 7
Pupils in grades 9-12 — 64 17
Quincy Senior High II
Quincy, Illinois
Teachers on staff 85 — 76
Pupils in grade 11 — 750 95
Pupils in grade 12 — 750 61
Marshall-University High School
Minneapolis, Minnesota
No survey forms permitted
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